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Transitional process due to lightning strike on   objects of special importance

Msc. Ing. Eda Pejtamalli
Telecommunication engineer at Hiber

Dr.  Xhemali  Pejtamalli
Department of Electrotechnics - Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Polytechnic University 

of Tirana

Abstract

Protection from lightening is very much needed on objects of special importance on which 
are installed electronic sophisticated devices. The lightning strike on the object can cause 
dangerous over-voltages, and over-currents that may cause malfunctions of electronic devices.
The simulation of electromagnetic transient processes, caused by the lightning strike on the 
lightning rod, is performed using the ATP Draw soft ware, a graphical program of the EMTP 
version on the MS-Windows platform. The focus of the study was the assessment of the 
behavior of the object under the light source eff ect. The length of each segment is 5 m. The 
line model with distributed parameters is used, with the Heidler current source representing 
the power source from the direct lightning strike in the object. The mathematical model 
customized for ATP Draw, characterized by constant loss line defi ning lines, based on the 
one-phase Clark model. Inductance, capacity and value resistance of the segment model are 
calculated using the method of average potentials programmed in the MATLAB code. The 
impact of the equivalent earthing resistance is considered by the approval of the model that 
implies constant resistance. 

Keywords: line with distributed parameters, segment, lightning change law, lightning protec-
tion system, wave pass process. 

Introduction

The performance of lightning in diff erent objects has an important role to play on the 
functionality, maintain and preserving these objects. Lightning is the most important 
case of the external case [1] that can cause hazardous damage to equipment, high 
voltage requirements, and EMC electromagnetic compatibility [9]-[10]. Aft er some 
surveys in the facility, we have identifi ed obvious problems when the equipment is 
mounted in places where the specifi c earth resistance is very high [13]. Vertical tube 
junctions [5] are considered as an eff ective solution to the earthing system [1]. There 
is a very high research interest in studying and modeling the impacts caused by 
transient processes occurring during lightning strikes, impulsive currents. Accurate 
calculations, time spent on the calculation procedure, input and output variables 
represent a complex and challenging assessment environment. For the modeling of 
lightning and lightning currents in lightning protection systems [1], there are very 
accurate methods based on electromagnetic fi eld theory [1], [7], [10]. Usually are 
used integral equations of the electric fi eld at the frequency or time plane for thin 
conductor structures and the instantaneous equation method [1], [10]. The methods 
are adapted considering the electromagnetic environment around the object. Among 
the various methods that are present for temporary electromagnetic processes we 
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can mention: Solving integral equations with the mean potential’s method [7], [8] 
and the fi nite element method [1] together with fi nite changes in the plane time and 
frequency [11], [12]. In our study we have adopted the analysis method on circles 
with distributed parameters. [1], [2], [3]. 
The article presents a model [6] in the analysis of the temporary lightning strike at 
an object based on the use of the ATP - EMTP soft ware package [18], [19]. The direct 
impact of lightning is modeled on a Heidler current source [3]. 
In the numerical model, the conductors are divided into segments and Clark's model 
with distributed parameters is used. The number of segments needed for a precise 
simulation depends on the higher frequency of the injected pulse of the lightening.

II  Calculation of segment length

The segment length can be determined, depending on the maximum frequency, and 

the minimum electromagnetic wavelength:            
10

minλ
<ΔL    (1)   

Thus, depending on the length of the electromagnetic wave, the length of the 
segment is calculated, which will be represented by an equivalent electrical circuit. 
The minimum length of the electromagnetic wave is defi ned by this formula:

              
max

min f
c

=λ    (2)  

We have obtained the maximum frequency of the injected lightning current at the 
height of the object:

f = 2 MHz    

So, the criterion to choose the length of the segment has the form: 

][
30

max MHzf
L <Δ   (3)

III.    Calculation  of  capacity,  inductivity  and   value  resistance

           Unit segment capacity can be calculated as follows [3], [5]:   
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selfI  is a dual integral that supports the self-segment capacity estimation, 
independently of the segment's geometric position, compared to the surface of the 
earth [3].  

mutualI  is a dual integral through which we estimate the capacity between the real 
segment and the imaginary segment, compared to the surface of the earth.
The value of this integral depends on the geometric position of the segment. where 
the sign - is taken for air transducers and the sign + is taken for earth observers.

With the condition that the calculation of the two above-mentioned double integers 
is performed, for the unit of measure of the measured segment. All integrals can be 
calculated analytically [3].  Once the capacity is calculated, the required unit values 
for the inductance of the segment [3], [12, [13], [14] can be easily obtained from the 
following relationship:

                                         C
L 00 με ⋅
=  [H/m]   (5)

where the permeability of free space is:     7
0 104 −⋅⋅= πμ  [H/m]   

Resistance value or total resistance increase can be calculated as follows:   

                            CC
LZ S

00με
== [Ω]  (6)

 
Resistance per segment unit strength can be calculated as follows: 

                          ))((
1

22 δπσ −−⋅⋅
=

rr
R

Fe

  [Ω/m]   (7)

where r is the segment radius.

Resistance per segment unit can be calculated [9], [10], [16]: 

                                      
max2

2
fFe ⋅⋅

=
πσ

δ
                                      

(8)   

where: δ   is the depth of penetration, calculated at the maximum frequency of 
lightning spectrum, and is located.

IV.  Number implementation

For practical implementation purposes, an 8-storey building with a square-based 
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special importance is considered. The dimensions of the object are in meters.  
10 m

40 m

S1 S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S10

S11

S12 S13 S14

S15 S16 S17 S18

h=0,5 m

2,5 m

5 m 5 m 5 m

5 m 5 m

5 m

nyja  1

nyja  2

5 m

b)

40 m

h=0,5 m

2,5 m

5 m 5 m 5 m

5 m

5 m

10  m

a)

From Fig.1, a. it can be seen that we have parallel and perpendicular segments. In 
Fig.1.b is shown the 2D earthing appearance of the object with segment naming 
and length 5 [m], The circular structure of the transverse section of the object 
conductors is approximated. Inductance, capacity and value resistance of the 
segment model are calculated using the method of node potentials and the Matlab 
program code.

                                                                                Table I Air carrier data

][1016 26 mS Fe
−⋅=       Transverse airway section

][0023,00 mr Fe =   Air carrier range
][0057,0 Ω=FeDCR   Resistance of air ground per m

=Feσ 1.03e+07 [S/m] Iron conductance

Tab II shows the specifi c earth resistance, the depth of the ground-to-ground 
Figure 1 2D view of the object to be considered

a) General view of the object b) Earthing view of the object with segment naming
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transverse dielectric constant and the conductivity of the copper conductor.

                                                                               Table II Data of wire earthing

][100 mT ⋅Ω=ρ
Specifi c Electrical Resistance of Earth

][5,0 mH =
Depth of landing

][36 2mmSCu =
Cross section

9=rε
The relative dielectric constant of the earth

1=rμ
The relative magnetic earth constant

=Cuσ 5.76e+07 [S/m] Copper Conductivity
In Table III are calculated the capacitance units and air permeability of the perimeter 
of ground perimeters as below: 

                                             Table III Geometric data of vertical air segments over 
ground and parameters

Segment LΔ [m] h1  [m] h2 [m] C [pF/m] L [ mH /μ ] ZV [Ω ]
S10 5 0 5 7,7223 1,4408 431,9420
S9 5 5 10 6,3746 1,7654 523,2611
S8 5 10 15 5,6789 1,9592 587,3707
S7 5 15 20 5,1391 2,1650 649,0689
S6 5 20 25 4,6981 2,3682 709,9875
S5 5 25 30 4,3288 2,5700 770,5554
S4 5 30 35 4,0143 2,7717 830,9358
S3 5 35 40 3,7428 2,9727 891,2028
S1 5 40 45 3,5706 3,1735 951,3575

In Tab IV are calculated the capacitance units and the resistance of the horizontal 
ground segment earths to the surface of the earth:   

                                      Table IV Geometrical data of horizontal segments on the 
ground and their parameters

Segment H [m] LΔ [m] C [pF/m] L [ mH /μ ] ZV [Ω ] LR
S12 0,5 5 58,887 1,6997 169,889 54
S13 0,5 5 58,887 1,6997 169,889 54
S14 0,5 5 558,887 1,6997 169,889 54

Tab V calculates the capacitive units and ground earth ground resistance of the 
vertical segments on the ground:  

S Fe = 35 (mm2);     R =  0.026  (Ω/m)

                                          Table V Geometric measurements of vertical segments in 
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the ground and parameters

Segment
Gja te s i a 
segmentit 
[m]

h1[m] h2[m] C [pF/m] L 
[uH/m] Z [Ω] ν  

[km/s]
R L 
[Ω/m]

S11 0.5 0 0.5 102.2026 0.9798 97.91 1*105 155.93
S15 2.5 0.5 3 83.3156 1.2019 120.1 1*105 38.25
S16 2.5 0.5 3 83.3156 1.2019 120.1 1*105 38.25
S17 2.5 0.5 3 83.3156 1.2019 120.1 1*105 38.25
S18 2.5 0.5 3 83.3156 1.2019 120.1 1*105 38.25

In Tab VI are calculated the capacitance units and the ground earth ground 
resistance of the vertical segments in the ground: 

   S Fe = 35 (mm2);  R =  0.026  (Ω/m)    
                           Table VI Geometric measurements of horizontal segments in the 
ground and parameters

Segment
T h e 
s e g m e n t 
length [m]

h [m] C 
[pF/m] L [uH/m] Z [Ω] ν  [km/s]

R L 
[Ω/m]

S12 5 0.5 58.8887 1.69.88 169.88 1*105 27.05
S13 5 0.5 58.8887 1.69.88 169.88 1*105 27.05
S14 5 0.5 58.8887 1.69.88 169.88 1*105 27.05

Figure 2 introducing ATP Draw's earthing of the object with segment naming
(Clark model), fueled by the standard light source of lightning
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The light wave model for the simulation of the power source model according to 
Heidler can be described with the following expression:     

τ

τ

τ
η

t

n

n

p e
t

t
I

ti
−

⋅
+

⋅=
)(1

)(
)(

1

1   (9)    

where: pI  the peak value of lightning current, η   is the correction coeffi  cient,  n  the 
coeffi  cient that infl uences the growth rate of the function, τ  coeffi  cient of shock;  
(s the interval between start time and end point where amplitude of function has 

decreased 50% of its peak value)  1τ  the front of the lightning. 
The lightning current is modeled as a current source and applied to the upper ATP 
circuit node. The lightning path impedance is equal to 1000 [Ω] as suggested by 
Disendorf [17] and is used in CIGRE, IEEE, and IEC standards.  The value of full 
resistance to real lightning is not clear and requires further studies. Modeling the 
earthing of the object is a critical aspect. To get an exact simulation requires the 
appearance of a non-linear dependence on the frequency.  As long as the information 
needed to produce such a patt ern is not always available, a model-based patt ern 
circuit is selected for representing the full positive resistance, although it is known 
that this patt ern is not always appropriate. 
It is known that the value of the step is intended to be capacitive in the case of high 
earth resistance and inductive in the case of low earth resistance. [1]
Problem introduction: 
Resistance value of the step can be resistive, inductive and capacitive depending 
on the season and the weather when measurements are made, ie it depends on the 
temperature and humidity of the earth. It is therefore not easy to solve a model of 
resistance value of the step and that is the reason we have chosen a constant resistance. 

V.  Simulation data

During the simulation, two standard lightning current sources of lightning were 
used with the Clark model, as shown in Fig. 2
1) Nominal voltage 1 2) Circuit with Rt = 1 om 3) Max current = 10 kA
4) internal resistance of the stream source r = 1 km 
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Figure 3 The voltage change law in node 1, grounding resistance RT = 1 Ohm

Figure 4 The voltage change law in node 2, grounding resistance RT = 1 Ohm   

Figure 5 The law of lightning change of lightning according to Heidler, Imax = 10 
kA
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(f ile PXH-5.pl4; x-v ar t)  v :XX0013     
0,0 0,5 1,0 1,5 2,0 2,5 3,0[us]
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0,5
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Figure 6 Law on voltage change at node 1, with grounding network

(f ile PXH-5.pl4; x-v ar t)  v :XX0013     v :XX0014     
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Figure 7 The laws of change of two tensions in nodes 1 and nodes 2, with 
earthing network
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Figure 8 The law of voltage changes at node 2, with grounding network
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(f ile PXH-5.pl4; x-v ar t)  c:XX0014-XX0015     
0,0 0,5 1,0 1,5 2,0 2,5 3,0[us]

0
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Figure 9 The law of change of power entering the earthing network

VI.   Conclusions

1. The analysis of random processes in the lightning strike, in the infrastructure of 
the facility, is to be treated as a critical task for the prevention of negative impacts 
on the availability of the relevant equipment. Based on the level of over-voltages, 
during transition processes, through building elements of the object we can estimate 
the isolation in coordination with diff erent elements placed in the object and those 
in its vicinity. Using the currents voltage level in all segments, we can calculate the 
magnitude of the magnetic fi eld bound to the electronic control devices. EMC issues 
and topics can be addressed. 
2. The parameters that have the greatest impact on the work of the transient processes 
of the earthing network of the object, vertical bars, etc. included in the lightning 
current wave are the specifi c earth resistance, the front of the lightning current, more 
specifi cally, the value the average impulse current, not only the short time of growth, 
but the high value of the lightning current during a part of the growth, to induce 
high tensions.
3. In the future, we will deepen research studies related to the modelling of the 
earth's full resistance taking into account the impact of soil ionization, the impact of 
the very specifi c electrical resistances and its simulation model.   
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Municipalities for Europe Platform in Albania

PhD (C) Kozeta Ligeja
European Studies Institute, University of Tirana

Abstract

The Republic of Albania has the main advantage of its integration into the European Union.
The purpose of this article is to analyze the importance, value and role of local government in 
Albania in the European integration process. Local government in its governance functions 
as close to the needs of citizens, plays an important role in the implementation of European 
standards. We will also analyze what brings the European Municipal Platform to our country.
The purpose of this document is: through the evidences of theoretical analysis, as well as 
on cases in the Albanian practice, to prove the hypothesis raised. The overall purpose of the 
study is the analytical framework regarding of this issue.
Methodology: This article will be based on several study methods. Mainly shall be used the 
inductive method, passing from specifi c facts to general conclusions, the description method 
and the reviewing of literature on this issue.

Key words: Democracy, Citizens, Municipalities, Integration, European Union.

Introduction

 “Municipalities are the fundamental power of the state. You are closer to the 
citizens and you deserve every complete support”

EU ambassador in Albania in the municipality of Mirditë, 2018

Today, Albania faces a very important moment in its Integration Process into the 
European Union. On April 17, 2018, the European Commission recommended 
opening accession negotiations for Albania into the EU. The European integration 
of Albania started with its involvement in the Stabilization and Association process. 
This process started with the negotiations for Stabilization Association Agreement in 
2003 which was signed in 2006 and became eff ective in April 2009. The application of 
this agreement meant a full commitment of the Albanian state for the harmonization 
of Albanian law with the EU legislation and a diversity of fi elds and policies of the 
EU.1

The integration process is subject to the conditions set by the EU and these conditions 
require commitment in all directions. The EU conditions are otherwise known as the 
3 Criteria of Copenhagen and they include politics, economy and law. The fulfi llment 
of the political criteria is the key of success for obtaining “candidate country” status 
and opening negotiations. The achievements identifi ed in the fulfi llment of this 
criterion made it possible to obtain candidate status in 2014, while the continuity 
of negotiations depends on the fulfi llment of the so-called key priorities within 
the political criteria of Copenhagen related to the justice reform, independent 
administration, combating corruption, organized crime and respect for human 
rights.2

1   Informative Manual on the role of local government in the European integration process of 
Albania, (with EU support) (Tirana: 2018), p. 24.
2  Ibid, p. 24-25.
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The reason for choosing this topic is due to the important moments Albania is going 
through during this period of time for obtaining the candidate status in the European 
Union.
The purpose of this article is the evaluation of the role of local governance which will 
aff ect the fulfi llment of the integration process of Albania into the European Union 
by respecting all European standards.
In this article we will mainly consider the descriptive analysis of the theoretical 
framework on local governing. In this part, the att ention is focused on the concept of 
the local government in accordance to the decentralization principle in a decentralized 
unitary state, such as Albania. The application of the activity of the local government 
is carried out with respect to the judicial order of the international agreements, 
Constitution, law, and judicial acts. Aft er the application of the territorial reform, 
the local government units involve municipalities and districts. The organization 
and function of the local government units is arranged by law “Relative to the local 
government” which determines the rights, competences and responsibilities of the 
local government.
Another subtopic being treated with a particular importance is the creation of 
the project for Municipalities in Europe. This project is fi nanced and supported 
by the European Union with the aim of supporting Municipalities in the country 
for completing the integration process of our country in the European Union. The 
creation of EU corners in Municipalities represents the broadcasting of information 
and the consciousness of citizens on European issues with the local government 
towards the integration of Albania into the EU.
Local democracy is another topic being treated in this article. Institutions of the 
local government are responsible for the community where they carry out their 
administrative activity in order to provide facilities in accordance to the needs of 
the citizens. The more democratic the local governance, the closer that government 
is to fulfi lling European standards. As a consequence, the role and function of 
Municipalities regarding their contribution to the integration of the country into the 
EU is increased.
This article is based on several methods of study. For this topic, the methods mainly 
used will be the inductive method, proceeding from specifi c facts into general 
conclusions, the descriptive method, and literature review.
For the completion of this article, a wide range of literature from the judicial 
disciplines and political sciences was used. The use of various primary Albanian and 
foreign sources created the possibility of using the information for the completion 
of the work.

Theoretical Framework on local governance

Local government in the Republic of Albania, as the Constitution provides, is 
established on the principle of decentralization of power and exercised in accordance 
with the principle of autonomy (article 13 of the Constitution).
In accordance to this principle, several executive competences were passed onto 
local units. Decentralization is completed through several elements, such as selection 
of key representatives in the local units by the community where the local unit is 
established; decision making by the structures of the local government themselves 
without having these decisions turned down by central government units; 
fi nancial independence, meaning the right of local units to fi nancially support their 
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organization and function on their own fi nancial sources too, etc.. We should not 
forget, not even for a moment, that such a way of organizing the local government is 
done only by a unitary and inseparable state.3

There may exist enough forms of organization regarding the relationships between 
the so-called centers and suburbs in the territory of a country. But the main question 
of the vertical division of power is related to the relationships between the normative 
central power and the local normative power, being the latt er has been given 
conditions of real autonomy. The normative power is divided in accordance to the 
unitary model in which there is only one center of political decisions, and to the 
pluralist model in which the central power divides its normative power amongst 
local authorities. Considering these three forms by which these models are achieved, 
our constitutional model is placed in the decentralized unitary countries which 
realize a less emphasized division of the normative power between the state at a 
central level and local collective. 4

The principle of hierarchy of the judicial order in the country should not be left  aside 
as well. Only governance is decentralized, while the judicial order in the Republic 
of Albania is not decentralized. The judicial standards, as the article 116 of the 
Constitution provides, create a unique and hierarchical judicial order: Constitution 
is the highest law in a country, followed by the ratifi ed international agreements, 
then the laws, normative acts of the Council of Ministers, as well as normative acts of 
ministers and governing structures of other central institutions to which laws have 
provided competences to approve such legal acts, as provided by article 118 of the 
Constitution. This means that the bodies of local government should respect this 
order of the judicial norms during their activity. It should be clear that local units, 
despite the principle of autonomy, have to respect the whole normative framework 
which is compulsory and of great importance, as it is only this way that their daily 
organization and function is realized in the framework of our judicial order, being 
so legal.5

In accordance to our Constitution, the ratifi ed international agreements are part of 
normative acts eff ective in the Republic of Albania.6

In this framework, the local units, as parts of the local public administration, should 
also be aware of the role that they have in the integration process of the country into 
the European Union. The Stabilization Association Agreement signed in the year 
2006, and came into eff ect on April 01, 2009,7 requires an approach of the legislation 
to the requirements of the EU. Such a process does not mean direct obligations for 
the local government, but it requires that local units to be absolutely aware of their 
obligation as part of the public administration to respect the requirements of this 
approaching process.8

The local government is classifi ed as an inherent part of the executive power. It is 
presented as a part of the executive power exercising some rights and certain duties 
3  Eralda (Methasani) Çani, Xhezair Zaganjori, Evis Alimehmeti, Local Governance and Rule of 
Law (Tirana: westprint), p. 9.
4  Aurela Anastasi, Constitutional Law, (Tirana: Pegi), p.227.
5  Eralda (Methasani) Çani, Xhezair Zaganjori, Evis Alimehmeti, Local Governance and Rule of 
Law (Tirana: westprint), p. 9.
6  Ibid, p. 13.
7  Zaganjori & Padros, Çani (Methasani) ed., Issues of administrative law in a comparative view, 
publication of the Spanish Agency AECID in Albania and the School of Magistrates, Tirana 2010 
cited in Eralda (Methasani) Cani, Xhezair Zaganjori, Evis Alimehmeti, Governance Local and State 
of Law, (westprint), p.13.
8  Ibid, p. 13.
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in application of the Constitution and the applied laws by the Parliament of the 
Republic of Albania. The local government in our country is presented as complete 
territorial and administrative divisions called local units where several administrative 
decision making bodies are established to address daily issues of the community. 
The inclusion of such bodies in the local units aims to make the decision making 
process on several questions more relative to the citizens. Being closer to them, the 
state institutions have the possibility to know bett er the needs of the community 
and also bett er serve that community, as this is the aim of all state institutions in a 
country, meaning bett er serving the public interest. There is an important aspect that 
local government institutions refl ect in our country and which refl ects being closer 
to the citizens: institutions of the local government are created as a result of direct 
election (or indirectly by institutions directly voted upon) by the community of the 
respective local units. So, the citizens of an administrative – territorial unit elect, 
directly or indirectly, the ones who will be in charge of the institutions of the local 
government, who, as the law provides, are burdened with the rights obligations, and 
responsibilities to treat and solve certain issues of the community. So, not only are 
the local units physically closer to the community, but they also gain legitimacy from 
that community.9

The local government in the Republic of Albania is arranged in accordance to the 
legal dispositions (article 139/2015) with the commitment to meet the dispositions 
of the European Card of Local Autonomy such as “local government” with its units 
being “public judicial persons”10

In accordance to the law 115/2014, “For the Administrative – Territorial division of 
the local government in the Republic of Albania”, the local governing units in the 
Republic of Albania are as follows:
a) Municipalities  61
b) Counties  1211

This is done in accordance to the law 139/2015, “Relative to the local governance”, 
which arranges the organization and function of the local self governance units in the 
Republic of Albania and also defi nes the functions, competences, rights and duties of 
the respective structures.
The article 5 of this law determines the local governance units as follows:
1. Local government units are Municipalities and Counties, which realize local 
self-governance in the Republic of Albania
2. The Municipality is the basic unit of local self-governance
3. The Municipality represents administrative-territorial unity and residents’ 
community. Municipalities, territorial expansion, its name and the capital city are 
set by law
4. The County is a secondary unit of local self-governance
5. The County represents administrative-territorial unity consisting of several 
Municipalities with geographical, traditional, economical, social and common 
interest connections. The boundaries of the county comply with the boundaries 
of the Municipalities constituting it. The center of the county is set in one of the 
Municipalities constituting it. The territorial expansion, name and center of the 
county are set by law.12

9  Ibid, p.18-19.
10  Offi  cial Gazett e No. 249, dated January 14, 2016, cited in Teki Kurti, Local Self-Government, 
Organization and Functioning in the Republic of Albania and Kosovo (Tirana: M & B Publications, 
2018), p.133.
11  Eralda (Methasani) Çani, Summary of Laws of Administrative Law, (Tirana: Pegi, 2017), p.227.
12  Ibid, p.229.
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Municipalities for Europe platform

The Republic of Albania has undertaken diff erent political reforms to facilitate the 
achievement of integration into the European Union. Collaboration between diff erent 
actors within society is needed for the realization of this process. Local government 
plays a very important role in the realization of the integration process of the country. 
The application of European standards by the local government will help realize the 
achievement of the Albania’s integration into the big European family.
For this purpose, the governing institutions, in collaboration with the delegating 
institutions of the European Union, have initiated the creation of a project aiming to 
increase awareness of the role of local power in the European integration.
For this reason, on July 26, 2018, the Council of Ministers made the decision 
numbered 450 “Relative to the coordination of the process of European integration 
between central governance and local self-governing units” in accordance to the 
article 100 of the Constitution and the articles numbered 9, point 1, sub-point 1.1, 
lett er “c”, 10, 11, and 12, point 3 of the law numbered 139/2015 “Relative to the local 
self-governance”.13

In accordance to this decision, the Council of Ministers decided that structures of 
European integration should be set in all local government units in the Republic 
of Albania. This structure has its own responsibilities dependent upon the ones 
who will support the existing administration towards realizing integration into the 
European Union. Let’s have a more concrete look at these following responsibilities:
a) Coordination and support of administrative structures of the Municipality 
for the application of policies, legislation, investments and facilities related to or 
deriving from the European Integration Process at a local level;
b) Coordination of administrative structures and representation of the 
Municipality in the relationship with the central governing structures responsible 
for the European Integration and its constituting process;
c) Coordination of administrative structures of the Municipality for increasing 
the absorbing capacity for the use of assistance from the European Union for the 
European integration process at a local level;
d) Coordination, organization and running of the public activity of the 
Municipality,  aiming for the realization of its functions or delegated functions in the 
framework of the European integration process and the application of the assistance 
of the European Union on this process;
e) Support and orientation of the administrative structures of the Municipality 
for preparing, applying, monitoring, evaluating and informing on projects fi nanced 
by the assistance programs of the European Union on the process of European 
integration at a local level;
f) Reporting every 6 (six) months, or as the case requires, informing the Ministry 
of Internal Aff airs and the Ministry of Europe and Foreign Aff airs on the fulfi llment 
of the criteria and standards derived from the European Integration Process and/
or application of EU assistance for its functions or for the delegated functions of the 
Municipality;
g) Periodically informing the public and other interest groups of the European 
Integration Process on the policies of the EU and opportunities to take advantage 
of EU assistance, through European corners created and functioning within the 
Municipality

13  See Decision No. 450, dated 26.07.2018 On Coordination and Coordination of the European 
Integration Process between Central Government and Local Self-Government Units.
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h) Administration and publication of the information on the European Union 
and the European integration process of the Republic of Albania, on the offi  cial 
website of the Municipality, information which should be of a unifi ed shape and size 
for all Municipalities
i) Organization of informational and promotional activities on the programs 
and projects of the European Union supervised and supported by the structures of 
the National Coordinator of the Pre-Accession Instrument.14

The project of Municipalities for Europe was set with the purpose to create an 
opportunity for the institutions of the local government to create coordination 
between them and at a central level to bett er coordinate for the realization of the 
integration process. A strong coordination is due to the creation of a set of contacts 
between central governance and local governance in order to collaborate on 
information helping the integration process of our country.
In September, 2017, a project called “Municipalities for Europe” started in all 
municipalities of our country. Structures of European Integration named EU Corners 
started being set up in facilities of the Municipalities. These structures are run by 
European Union coordinators who are selected as personnel from the Municipality 
administration. The EU coordinator’s duty is to convey the European Union 
information to the community of the Municipality and also coordinate his work with 
the internal network of this project in all municipalities of the country. The aim of the 
coordination of this network is to consolidate even the local government towards the 
integration of Albania in the EU.

How does the Eu corner work in 61 municipalities of the country?

The structures of the EU corner in the facilities of the municipalities of our country 
are unifi ed with their representative service in the interest of a growing role in the 
European Integration Process.
The EU corner realizes its activity in accordance to the offi  cial schedule with 
administrative principles of the Municipality. This sector off ers a wide range of 
services, questions and demands. Ways of contact with the citizens are various, such 
as: physical presence of the citizen in the EU corner, via telephone, e-mail, website 
address of the Municipality, and the citizens who present their demands will have an 
offi  cial response by the local coordinator within 48 hours.
We mentioned that the EU corner off ers information related to EU. More specifi cally, the 
fi elds on which information is given are: institutions and their policies, relationships of 
Albania to EU, programs and fi nancing of the EU for the municipalities of the country. 
The fi elds of information are various, starting with politics, education, diff erent 
university treatments and wider, employment, civic society, environment, regional 
policies, agriculture, political development, giving a general view related to the process 
of Albania in the EU. European Union gives its recommendations to be followed by 
the member states or by the states which candidate to access the EU, such as Albania.
During his work, the local coordinator organizes meetings, seminars, trainings, 
workshops, with the center of att ention diff erent informational issues on all fi elds 
of the European Union being focused on the integration of our country. Speeches 
and lectures are also organized by specialists of the European Union delegation 
in Albania. What above said is also off ered on the internet social media; another 
approach of feeling closer to the citizens and the EU corner in order to create virtual 
14  Ibid.
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communications with the purpose of giving information on Integration of Albania 
in the European Union.

Local Democracy in the Local Government

With reference to the law 139/2015 “Relative to the Local Self-governing”, in 
accordance to the article 3 of this law, it is emphasized that the mission of local 
governing in the Republic of Albania is to provide an eff ective governance at a closer 
level to the citizens. 15The institutions of the local governance are responsible for 
realizing services in accordance to the demands of the citizens of the community 
where they carry out their administrative activity, meaning the local institutions 
have to report on the rate they have fulfi lled their administrative obligations and 
services in interest of the community. On the other hand, citizens should also expect 
the local institutions to report to them on how they are working, what they are doing 
or how they are fulfi lling the community priorities.
In a democratic system, the citizens play an important role in the application of 
institutional democracy. Having their own responsibility, the citizens should be active 
in the public life, should take part in the decision making proceedings, monitor the 
way duties are being carried out by the Municipality, and penalize by voting and by 
electing suitable candidates for running the institution.
Albanian law recognizes the citizen the right to participate in consultations on the 
future budget and on the medium-term strategic plan of the municipality. It’s the 
citizen’s duty to take part in these activities of public importance. The more the 
participation of citizens we have, the more transparent the local institutions are, and, 
as a consequence, local democracy develops.
The question which arises is: What is the citizens’ budget?
The citizens’ budget is the money of the citizens which is collected by taxes, such as: 
properties, sales, taxation, etc.
It should also be mentioned that local democracy is achieved when even other 
features are applied, such as discussions, opinions, as in the case of participatory 
budgeting when people’s opinion is considered and aff ect the budgeting process, 
and so the belief of the citizens towards the institutions is increased, increasing at 
the same time the citizens’ awareness on the importance of participation with their 
vote on all the processes of local problems. The closer the process of participatory 
decision making, the bett er people understand the services the municipality off ers, 
and so people become more regular when paying taxes.
In this way, the public will have more qualitative services by the municipality.
The citizens’ budget of a certain community includes these elements which are 
mentioned below:
1- It is produced by the local government;
2- It is produced in consultation with citizens as participatory budgeting
3- It enables public understanding and ownership of the budget
4- It serves as a “window” to more information about the municipal budget
5- It is focused on budget planning documents
6- It is published at or around the same time as the budget itself
7- It includes signifi cant information about the budget
8- It is produced in the offi  cial language and with concrete information so citizens 

can easily understand where the money goes to16

15  See further on Law No. 139/2015 "On Local Self-Government".
16   htt p: //www.bpe.al/sites/default/fi les/publications/EU-Local_Democracy_en.pdf.
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Importance of Participatory budgeting in the local government

1- improve accountability and transparency in local governance by making the 
budgeting process public and reducing corruption

2- empower citizens to take a more active role in their communities and have a more 
direct contribution on the local decision-making process

3- increase citizens’ knowledge of the roles and responsibilities of local government 
offi  cials

4- improve individuals’ and organisation’s self – confi dence in considering issues in 
the area they are living and negotiating with public sector organizations

5- help citizens understand the limitations of local government, the cost of public 
projects, and the nature of necessary compromises in interest of the priorities

6- increase social justice by providing a platform for traditionally excluded members 
of society to have a voice in decision-making processes, potentially leading to 
more fair and equitable governance

7- improve the living conditions of the poor17.
The communication of information from the Municipalities to the citizens is a very 
important element in order to off er the services the community needs providing all 
the rights for information as law requires.
The Platform “Municipalities for Europe” was initiated by the European Union 
and it is spread in 61 Municipalities of our country with the aim to improve the 
communication functions and the relations between the citizen and the institution 
with the purpose of obtaining more information possible related to EU issues and 
information the European Union has for the Albanian citizens.

Conclusions

Republic of Albania regards the integration in the European Union as a challenge and 
as its main priority. European Union has shown full support for the integration of 
Albania in the EU. Diff erent projects and continuous fi nancings by EU are indicators 
of such a support. Recent years, the focus of EU through their recommendations is 
the empowerment and application of European standards in Municipalities of our 
country on the integration process of Albania. The concrete application of the project 
Municipalities for Europe in the local governance made all local administrators give 
more importance to the European recommendations in order to have a positive 
development in this direction. Though the application of European standards with a 
healthy democracy of the local governance we have a nice trip towards the process 
of Albania in EU.
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Abstract

The Cham Albanian dialect, as a dialect preserving archaic features among the dialects 
spoken in our country, is of particular interest as regards its verb system as well. In this dialect 
verbs have old forms, forms which are found in other dialects in our country and in the 
earliest known texts in Albanian. In this paper we try to give an overview regarding the 
conjugation of some verbs whose stem end in –mi. Here we can mention jam, kam and thom, 
which in the history of the development of the Albanian language are recognized as remnants 
of the conjugation in -mi. According to the diachronic criterion, the verbs jam, kam, thom have 
been separated in a paradigm of their own, as verbs of the athematic conjugation, that have 
inherited many old features. These features have been preserved even in the Cham Albanian 
dialect thus strengthening its conservative character. In order to have a clear idea concerning 
these common developments, we have analysed the forms of these verbs in the indicative and 
subjunctive moods, showing the characteristic forms for each tense. By comparing these early 
forms of the Albanian language and the forms of the Cham Albanian dialect, we try to bring 
to the fore the importance of this dialect in the history of the development of the Albanian 
language. 

Key words:  –mi- conjugation, Cham Albanian, archaic forms, athematic forms, jeshmë, thom, 
keshëm.

Introduction

Cham Albanian, as a dialect preserving archaic features among the dialects spoken 
in our country, is of particular interest as regards its verb system as well. In this 
dialect verbs have old forms, forms which are found in other dialects in our country1 
and in the earliest known texts in Albanian2. In this paper we try to give an overview 
regarding the conjugation of some verbs whose stem ends in –mi. Here we can 
mention jam, kam and thom, which in the history of the development of the Albanian 
language are recognized as remnants of the –mi- conjugation. According to the 
diachronic criterion, the verbs jam, kam and thom are grouped in a paradigm of their 
own, as verbs of the athematic conjugation, that have inherited many old features; 
whereas the other verbs belong to the thematic conjugation3. 
Discussion: In the present tense of the indicative mood we have these documented 
paradigms: 
                                       

1  E kemi fj alën për të folmet e Jugut, si: E folmja e Bregdetit të Poshtëm, e folmja e Muzinës, e 
folmja e Kurveleshit. 
2  Përmendim Buzukun, Budin, Bardhin, e Bogdanin.
3  Shih: K. Topalli, Bazat e gramatikës historike, ShBLU, Tiranë, 2011, f. 175.
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Verbs of the -mi- conjugation 
Jam             Kam       Thom

     Present tense
Jam
je
ash-të/ësh-të
je-mi
je-ni/ji-ni
ja-në

    ka-m
    ke
    ka
    ke-mi
    ke-ni/ki-ni
    ka-në

tho-m/the-m
thua
tho-të
tho-mi/ the-mi
tho-ni
tho-në

Based on the above table, we can see the verbs which have archaic forms. Of the 
verbs which we have presented we can say that the verbs jam and kam are not very 
diff erent from the standard language. With the exception of the third person singular, 
in all the other persons the verbs kam and jam display the same conjugation features. 
In the second person plural the stem of the verbs jam and kam ends in –i; ji-ni ki-ni,4 a 
feature which is repeated also in other dialects of Albanian, but in literary language 
the forms je-ni and ke-ni have been generalised. Whereas the verb them/thom5 has 
three forms: tho-, the-, thua-, of these forms primary is the form tho-, which is repeated 
in the uniform imperfect (cf. tho-sh-a, tho-sh-e, tho-sh-im..)6 
What is of interest in our study is precisely the retention of an archaic form in the 
Cham Albanian dialect. In connection with this phenomenon we bring examples of 
verbs in their old form  thom -thomi: -Moj, kliçin thom!- i tha ajo// kështu si thom u!- i 
tha gjarpri // ç’të të thom mor mbret!- i tha plaka. – Të ta thom e s’ta thom dot!// -Xergu im 
sa një pë,- i tha, - kam një llaf e s ta thom dot!7- Ja, ç’do thom, -  i thotë. – Më dërgo(trego) 
ore djalë ti që ke mësuar në shkollë aqë shumë, çish do të thotë në vangjelo «tingli-tingli».8 U 
thomi llapsana ne këtire në gjuhën tone // u thomi edhe atire të vĳ në e të shohën se çish bënet 
kjo punë // si t’ju thomi? U thomi një herë, të bënet ç’të bënet. The form thom is also seen 
in Pedersen: U thom, që të ngarkojmë një gomar me di thasë kashtë edhe të vë njeri 
me të, e si të afronet mbanë lubis…(Pedersen, Alb. texte, f. 97). To prove the oldness 
of this form, we present examples from Buzuku, with which the Cham Albanian 
dialect shows a high degree of affi  nity regarding some linguistic forms. Here we 
give some sentences from “Meshari” of Gjon Buzuku :9 Hinje se u juve thom; ata në u 
thashinë…// U për të vërtetë ju thom se të mos shkonjë kjo fazë djerje kur këto kafshë 
mos banenë10 // E ata qish juve thom, gjithëve e thom.� 
Regarding the –mi- conjugation we dwell very briefl y on the imperfect tense of the 
indicative mood. In this table, we give the similarities between the Cham Albanian 
dialect and the documented forms of verbs in old Albanian. In the imperfect tense 
the verbs jam, kam and thom have these forms:

4  Këto trajta i gjejmë edhe tek Buzuku, Budi e tek autorët e vjetër të Veriut. Te Buzuku kemi: E kur 
ju ta kini gjetunë, më bani me ditunë. Meshari (Buzuku 43a28-43b18). S Riza, vep. e cit. f. 425.
5  Etimologjia e kësaj fj ale paraqet vështirësi të shumta, kryesisht të karakterit fonetik. Për një 
shpjegim të hollësishëm shih Sh. Demiraj, Gramatikë historike e gjuhës shqipe, Tiranë, 1985, f. 751; 
Morfologjia historike e gjuhës shqipe, Tiranë, 1976, f. 53.
6  Sipas Ethem Likaj, Zhvillimi i eptimit në gjuhën shqipe, Tiranë, 2006, f. 184.
7  Marrë nga përralla Gjarpri dhe e bĳ a e mbretit, Proza popullore, Vëll. VI, Folklor Shqiptar, Seria 
I, Tiranë, 1988, f. 194-195.
8  Po aty, f. 409.
9  Tekstet nga “Meshari” për analizën tonë janë marrë tek vepra e Selman Rizës, Kretomaci, Vepra 
4, Prishtinë 2004.
10  Po aty, f. 430.
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 Imperfect tense1

Archaic forms
Today’s 
l i te rary 
forms

A r c h a i c 
forms

Today’s 
l i te rary  
forms 

A r c h a i c 
forms 

Today’s literary 
forms 

Jesh-ë
jesh-e
ish
jesh(ë)më
jesh(ë)të
ish-në

ish-a
ish-e
ish-te
ish-im
ish-it
ish-in

kesh-ë
kesh-e
kish
kesh(ë)më
kesh(ë)të
kish-në

kish-a
kish-e
kish(te)
kish-im
kish-it
kish-in

thosh-ë
thosh-e
thosh
thosh(ë)më
thosh(ë)të
thosh-në

thosh-a
thosh-e
thosh(te)
thosh-im
thosh-it
thosh-in

                                                                                                                                                              
As we can see from the table, the verbs of the athematic conjugation in the imperfect 
tense are uniform. According to Shaban Demiraj, the parallelism of these paradigms 
has occurred under the big infl uence that the verb jam has exerted on the two other 
athematic verbs, especially on the verb kam.11 The imperfect tense of the athematic 
conjugation is seen in many old forms, forms which we see in northern and southern 
dialects.12 In this context, even Cham Albanian dialect has retained the old forms 
of these athematic verbs. To track these linguistic developments we bring some 
examples from Cham Albanian dialect: 
Na ish një bret e kish tre djelm // bakçej e mbret ish aq e larta, saqë as zogu i malit nuku hĳ  
dot// -Dheroma, - i thotë,- se nuk të njoha që jeshe zotria jote // u s’kam ikur vetë, po djali i 
plakës më ka përzënë me turp dhe u, - nuku keshë çish të bĳ a // hajde, - i thotë nënë Stihia 
të motrës, se keshëm një qingj të majmë dhe d’e hamë// njëherë bëri fu me frimë bukla, sa 
gjilpinj// pastaj Fatimeja urdhëroi lelekët, që , sa korakë që ishnë, t’i vrisnë, t’i bĳ në me cep 
në kokë…// djali dhe vajza ishën të bukur, që shokë s’kishën në faqe të dheut // ne nuk kemi 
djelm, as u,- i tha, -as arapëla; të keshëm ga një jenë, - i tha, - mirë do ish // pse çish e keshe 
ti atë, moj zonjë?- i tha ki? E çish nuk e kesh u atë, more arap?- i tha, - vëlla e kesh. U jeshë 
rritur me të në një jastëk e në një stromë- i tha// gjarprin keshë kismet, gjarprin mora// pse 
jeshe kaq ogërsezë ti?- i thoshnë // po ku jeshe? – Hëni, po do ua them u,- tha a// Atje na 
ishnë tre vëllëzër edhe nja di tre qenë të bëdhinj // po ka ft ohta e madhe që ish, ata kishnë 
celur zjarr dhe pranë zjarrit i kish zënë gjumi cobentë deh qentë.13 I thoshnë bashto / e 
thoshnë fshatinë / ja thosh këngësë // si e their, e një çikë, sa i shkoi inati edhe vate e i thosh 
// ku di unë ta keshë zënë (Pedersen, Alb. texte, f.75-122)14

From the above data we draw the following conclusions:

The old form jesh- of the verb jam in the imperfect, according to the historical 
explanation,15 is the refl ex of ˚es- through the diphthongization e-: ie and the change 
-s-:-sh-.16 The old stem jesh- of the imperfect has been generalized in all the persons, 

11  Sh. Demiraj, vep. e cit. më sipër, f. 68.
12  K. Topalli, vep. e cit. më sipër, f. 231.
13   Shembujt në tekstin e mësipërm janë marrë nga përralla të ndryshme. Shih: Proza popullore VI, 
art. i cit. më sipër, f. 44-346.
14  H. Pedersen, Albanesische Texte, mit glossar, Leipzig, 1895.
15  Shih: Sh. Demiraj, vep e cit. më sipër, f. 68.
16  Po aty.
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including the fi rst person plural.17 In the third person singular and plural, Cham 
Albanian dialect retains the form ish and ishnë. The generalized stem ish-, which 
today is in the imperfect, is an analogical infl uence of the stem of the third person 
plural, that as we see in the work of Buzuku and in some archaic dialects, has fi rst 
applied to the three persons of the plural, then it spread to the singular.18 In Cham 
Albanian dialect, alongside the forms, ish-në and kish-në, we see also the forms ish-
ën and kish-ën. The imperfect of the verb kam, in Cham Albanian dialect is kesh-, the 
same as the documented period of the Albanian language. This verb as we previously 
emphasized has undergone the same developments as the verb jam. The verb thom, 
also is subject to the same phenomena that we mentioned previously. The stems of 
the imperfect of the verb thom, respectively, thosh-ë, thosh-e, thosh-a, are nothing else 
but analogical infl uences of the form jesh-ë and perhaps kesh-ë.19  
As regards the old verb endings of the imperfect, we should emphasise that the verb 
ending of the fi rst person ë in this dialect (jeshë, keshë, thoshë), seen in the athematic 
verbs, must be a refl ex of an unstressed nasal -a- or possibly a refl eks of the verb 
ending –m- inherited from the Indo-European languages ie:( ie. esm: ind. vj. asam). 
Whereas the verb endings of the second and third person singular are still diffi  cult to 
explain and cause a lot of controversy among scholars.20 In the third person singular 
the old verb ending in this dialect, according to the linguistic developments,   must 
have been –t-, which has undergone reduction without leaving any traces.21 The 
forms without verb endings are characteristic of a conservative dialect, but we see 
these also in the earliest writt en texts in Albanian. 
In the plural the Cham Albanian dialect, generally retains the forms without the 
prothetical –ë- ; these forms are the oldest according to our scholars.22 In few cases we 
see examples of the prothetical vowel –ë-, such as: keshëmë, s’kishënë and ishënë. The 
verb endings in plural are: in the fi rst person –më- (cf. jeshmë), in the second person-
të- (jeshtë), in the third person (ishnë). Based on our data we can say that the plural 
of verbs in Cham Albanian dialect coincides with the oldest documented forms of 
Albanian language. In some cases between the old verb ending and the respective 
stem the prothetical sound –ë- is used (kishën, keshëm, ishën etc,.), which in modern 
Albanian has turned into i (khs. ish-i-n, kish-i-n, ish-i-m, kish-i-m). 
When we study the evolution of these verbs in Cham Albanian dialect whose stem 
end in-mi-, compared with the verb endings in the present and the imperfect of the 
documented Albanian, we come to the conclusion that these verbs, have in common 
the retention of the old personal forms.23 At the same time, we do not exclude also 
the historical changes which have aff ected the paradigms of these verbs whether in 
the Albanian language or in old dialects like the Cham Albanian dialect. Thus, in 
the three persons of the singular coincide with the documented forms, whereas in 
plural, we notice the gradual evolution of these verbs. 
In addition to the above tenses, of interest is also the present perfect of the athematic 
verbs. 
17  Për më tepër rreth kësaj dukurie shih: Sh. Demiraj, Morfologjia historike e gjuhës shqipe, Pjesa 
III, Tiranë, 1976, f. 69.
18   Shpjegim sipas studiuesit E. Likaj në  Zhvillimi i eptimit në gjuhën shqipe, Tiranë, 2006, f. 185.
19  Shih: Morfologjia historike, vep. e cit.,  f. 71.
20  Shaban Demiraj dhe Ethem Likaj.
21  Sh. Demiraj, vep. e cit. më sipër, f. 72.
22  Po aty.
23  K. Topalli, art. i cit. f. 212.
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                                                       The present perfect24

A r c h a i c 
forms

To d a y ’ s 
l i t e r a r y 
forms

A r c h a i c 
forms

T o d a y ’ s 
l i t e r a r y  
forms

Archaic 
forms

To d a y ’ s 
l i t e r a r y 
forms 

The Indo 
E u r o p e a n 
formant 

Kle -  sh – ë
klē
kle
kle -  më
kle -  të
kle – në

qe - sh – ë
qe
qe
qe -  më
qe -  të
qe -  në

paç  -  ë
pat  -   e
pat
pat  -  më
pat  -  të
pat  - më

pat-  a
pat - e
pat - i
pat - ëm
pat - ët
pat - ën

tha - sh - 
ë tha - e
tha
tha  -  më
tha  -  të
tha  -  në

tha- sh- ë
the
tha
tha  -  më
tha  -  të 
tha  -  në

�*-ā
*-s
*-t
�*-me/-mo
�*-ta
�*-nt

The table above presents the old forms of the Albanian language which end in 
suppletive stem. In most of the cases, these suppletive stems are inherited from an 
earlier phase of Indo-European languages. Traces of suppletivism in Cham Albanian 
dialect show the verbs jam, kam and them/thom. 
Let us talk about the verbs in these tenses one by one. The verb jam in Cham Albanian 
dialect has the oldest form kle of the present perfect simple. We see this form in the 
oldest writt en texts of authors from the north and in common parlance. Here we 
bring some examples of this verb from Cham Albanian dialect: kle aq i madh sa nuku 
ish parë në dunja // i thoshnë lubi, klemë të vogjil ne kur na i tregonte babai, ja, aq, 
pesë a gjashtë vjeç // ata klenë në fshat, aj mba mënd më shumë se ú // In the work 
of Buzuku: ky ashtë zot ynëzot; e të mos mbahetë kurraj tjetërë me klenë si asht aj // 
aty klenë paladinjtë me emënë, ata qi n së zanët së shekullit klenë n shtati të mëdhenj, 
e qi dinjinë luft ënë//25 From the examples dealing with the verb jam in the present 
perfect, we see that the forms used by Buzuku coincide with those used in the Cham 
Albanian dialect. 
In a paper by Qemal Haxhihasani,26 dealing with the fi rst persons of this verb we fi nd 
also the forms: kleç e kleva, kleve and kle.27 In a survey conducted by us we did not 
encounter cases of these forms being used, maybe these forms were used at a much 
earlier time in this dialect. In the fi rst person singular, in this dialect we fi nd the 
stem forming suffi  x –sh; kle-sh-ë,28 characteristic of verbs in present perfect featuring 
‘sigmatic aorist’. This phenomen is quite widespread in this dialect. Alongside the 
suppletive forms, traces of this phenomenon are seen in other nonsuppletive verbs, 
such as: la-sh-ë, dha-sh-ë, pa-sh-ë etc. In the fi rst person singular the verb kle-sh-ë retains 
the archaic verbal ending –ë-, as a result of the infl uence of untressed terminal ā. In 
the second person singular, we see the verb ending –e-, which fuses with the stem 
(qe + -e > qē, kle+e > klē; tha + e > thae  > thē. From the fusion of the terminal vowel 
of the stem with the verb ending in these forms a long vowel has been created. In 
the third person singular the old and new form do not have the verb ending kle/qe.29 
24  Tabela për kohën e kryer të thjeshtë është përshtauur nga ne në një mënyrë të tillë për të njerrë 
në pah veçoritë e këtĳ  zgjedhimi. Formantet janë bërë sipas modelit: Zhvillimi i eptimit në gjuhën 
shqipe (Morfologji historike), nga E. Likaj, Tiranë, 2006.
25  Shembujt nga “Meshari” janë marrë nga vepra e S. Rizës, vep e cit. f. 465-466.
26  Q. Haxhihasani,Vështrim i përgjithshëm mbi të folmen e banorëve të Ҫamërisë, Dialektologjia 
Shqiptare I, Tiranë, 1971.
27  Q. Haxhihasani, atr. i cit., DSh, f. 183.
28  Për këtë trajtë të hershme studiuesi Topalli jep këtë shpjegim: Sipas tĳ , forma kle-sh-ë lidhet me 
rrënjën i.e kleu-“dëgjo e quaj” me të cilën lidhen gr. Kléō, lat. Clueo, -ēre, ir. mes. Cloth, bullg. vj. 
slava. Shih: Bazat e gramatikës historike të gjuhës shqipe, vep. e cituar, f. 217.
29  Sipas shpjegimeve të studiuesve tanë, Demiraj e Likaj, mbaresa *-t ka rënë prej kohësh pa lënë 
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Whereas in the plural the Indo-European formants ( *-me/-mo > -më., *-ta > -të, *-nt 
> -në) coincide. 
Traces of the sigmatic aorist in this dialect are seen also in the verb kam, which is 
always used in the old form, paç from pat-sh-ë.30 The use of these forms with sigmatic 
aorist by these people is still alive nowadays. Such a phenomen in the verb system 
clearly shows the conservative character of this dialect of Albanian language. Some 
examples: paç në një hall e nuku më jipte njeri zglidhje mori //e paç të vështirë sa 
nuku dĳ  si të të mollois // e patnë marë edhe çuan ne mbreti pa thënë gjizmë fj ale 
nevej // e patmë porositur, po c ‘e do…// We should say forms such as: pata, pate, 
pat, patëm, patët, paten are quite common. In the plural these forms also have the 
prothetical vowel -ë-, in addition to the verb endings -m, -t and -n, which are refl exes 
of the Indo-European formants. In addition to the examples from the verb kam/paç, 
the forms with ç instead of sh include a large group of verbs. Among the verbs which 
in the fi rst person singular are used in the sigmatic form are: paç, dhaç, raç, thaç; po 
paçë me sit e mi thesët me bereqet që i çoi në grikë të koshit, i dhaçë një shishe me ilaç, që, po 
të vritet të hedhë një pikë ilaç mbi trupin e vdekur dhe ngjallet / i thaç u prëmë // se të thaç 
nuk të raç. Bearing in mind what we mentioned above regarding the verbs jam kam 
and them in the present perfect, we say that the Cham Albanian dialect displays the 
same developments as the documented Albanian.
Only three verbs in the Albanian language: jam, kam and them/thom31 belong to the 
athematic conjugation of the Indo-European family of languages where the verb 
ending fuses with the stem of the verb. Keeping to this classifi cation model, we have 
compiled the particular features of the Cham Albanian dialect which att ests the early 
phases of our language. 
Apart from the conjugation of these verbs in indicative mood, of interest to our study 
is also the subjunctive mood. The verbs of the –mi- conjugation in the present tense of 
the subjunctive mood have forms which are distinguished from those of the indicative 
mood not only because of the preposition of the particle –të-, but also because of the 
stem and personal verb endings. In the table below we give the paradigm of the 
conjugation of the verbs jam, kam and thom in the present tense of subjunctive mood.
                                                 The subjunctive mood / present tense

                     Jam               Kam                   Thom
Indicative Subjunctive Indicative   Subjunctive  Indicative Subjunctive
ja-m
je
ësh-të
je-mi
je-ni
ja-në

të jem
të je-sh(ç)
të je-të
të je-mi / të i-ni
të je-ni
të je-në

ka-m
ke
ka 
ke-mi
ke-ni
ka-në

të kem
të ke-sh(ç)
të ke-të
të ke-në / tëki-ni
të ke-mi
të ke-në

tho-m
thua
tho-të
the-mi
tho-ni
tho-në

të the-/tho-m
të thua-sh(ç)
të tho-të
të tho-mi
të tho-ni
të tho-në

As we see from the table regarding the present tense of the subjunctive mood of this 
conjugation we would like to draw att ention to these phenomena: a- the stem of the 
verb jam in all its paradigm ends in –je-, the same stem can be seen also in the Cham 
Albanian dialect: te jem, të jesh( të jeç), të jetë, të jemi etc. 
b-the verb kam also retains the same paradigm; here it can be seen the analogical 

gjurmë.
30  E Likaj, Zhvillimi i eptimit në gjuhën shqipe, Tiranë, 2006 f. 189.
31  Klasifi kim sipas studiuesit K. Topalli, në Bazat e gramatikës historike të gjuhës shqipe, Tiranë, 
2011, f. 212.
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infl uence of the corresponding paradigm of the verb jam, which has exerted a strong 
infl uence on the paradigm of the verb kam even in the present tense and in the 
imperfect tense of the subjunctive mood32 (see the indicative mood above). In the 
Cham Albanian dialect the verbs të jeni / të keni in the second person plural have 
the old form which end in –i; të i-ni and të ki-ni. This phenomen is repeated even in 
the oldest writt en texts of our language. Here we bring some examples from oldest 
writt en texts of Buzuku: itëni esellë, e bdini, përse aj i paligjiqi ju e kini kondra veti 
(Buzuku 134b13-134b32)33 Even the verb të thom/të them in the third person singular 
is clearly infl uenced analogically by the fi rst two verbs. Worth mentioning here is 
the third person singular of this verb, which has the form të thetë.34 This feature is 
seen also in the work of Q. Haxhihasani, according to whom the verb thom in all its 
persons retains the stem which ends in –e-: të them, të theç, të thetë, të themi, të theni, 
të thenë.35 According to Sh. Demiraj,36 such an infl uence results from the analogy of 
the verbs të jetë, të ketë on this person.37 Regarding the peculiarities of these verbs 
in the present tense of the subjunctive mood, especially jam e kam, we would like to 
emphasise the characteristic verb ending –ç- in the second person singular. In all the 
cases that we have studied concerning the present and past situation of the Cham 
Albanian dialect, we can say that it retains fanatically the forms that have the verb 
ending –ç-. To illustrate our defi nition we bring the examples: të jeç kushu si ú, të më 
ngjaç mua / na, mere këtë, t’e keç gjithmonë me vete në rast nevole /  u të keç thënë 
për një kushërirën time që bënesha shumë, po tani nuku bënemi më si më parë/ të 
keç mirë fëmlën.
Conclusion. In this dialect we see the same phenomena that have generally aff ected 
the paradigm of conjugation of these verbs in the Albanian language overall; the 
only exception being the cases when the Cham Albanian dialect remains faithful to 
the evolved forms that end in –i-, like ini/kini. The evolution of these forms on the 
other hand is justifi ed in old Albanian, where such forms are present. Concerning the 
interesting developments of these athematic verbs, we agree with the scholar Topalli, 
according to whom “these verbs share the retention of the old personal forms, which 
nowadays resemble the irregular or suppletive verbs (cf. jam-është), but really their 
forms are explained through the historical changes they have undergone, and a 
higher degree of usage of these forms explains the retention of the old forms, as 
verbs that belong to the basic lexicon.”38 In this context, the Cham Albanian dialect 
remains a dialect that retains and inherits forms of an earlier phase of our language.    

32  Shpjegim që bëhet për këto folje nga studiuesi Demiraj në ‘Gramatikë historike e gjuhës shqipe’, 
Tiranë, 1985, f. 787.
33  S. Riza, Vepra 4, Akademia e Shkencave dhe e Arteve të Kosovës, Botime të veçanta LIII, Seksioni 
i Gjuhësisë dhe I Letërsisë, Libri 24, f. 439.
34  Në ndihmë të kësaj dukurie na vĳ në edhe disa shembuj që sjell Demiraj nga Reinhold, Pelasgica, 
43, duke dëshmuar format analogjike më –e- për të gjitha vetat e kohës së tashme të lidhores te 
arbëreshët e Greqisë: të them, të thesh, të thetë, të themi, të theni, të thenë.
35  Q. Haxhihasani, Vështrim i përgjithshëm mbi të folmen e banorëvë të Ҫamërisë, DSh I, Tiranë, 
1971, f. 184.
36  Sh. Demiraj, Gramatika historike e gjuhës shqipe, Tiranë, 1985, f. 878.
37  Po aty.
38  K. Topalli, Bazat e gramatikës historike të gjuhës shqipe, Tiranë, 2011, f. 212.
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Abstract

Switching from a centralized system to a decentralized system in our country aft er the 90s 
has had a signifi cant impact on the development of the market economy. As a developing 
country and with some transition periods it is noticed that the agricultural sector and why 
with growing rates of development, there are a number of problems and challenges in the 
entire agribusiness system. 
The number of farmers of agricultural producers and agro-processors in our country has 
increased considerably, however the cooperation between these actors as well as other 
intermediary actors in the system faces with a number of problems among them, where we 
note the non-signing of agricultural contracts between them.
What are agricultural contracts? The signing of agricultural contracts is an agreement that 
should exist between the actors in the system as it is a necessary element to have a safe market 
of agricultural products, in order to avoid various risks, to create the possibility of providing 
the supply of inputs, to have fi nancial support, information sharing, etc.
Do the Albanian farmers have the necessary information regarding the benefi ts they may 
have from signing agricultural contracts?
How willing are the actors in the system to sign agricultural contracts?
How feasible are these contracts? To answer these questions and others, a study was 
carried out for the olive branch in Albania between farmers and agro-processors. The study 
is intended to inform agribusiness actors about the mutual benefi ts that bring agriculture 
contracts between them, in order to encourage the use of these contracts in writing rather than 
mouth, and for this case, have been made some econometric assessments.

Key words: agricultural contracts, issues, benefi ts, econometric assessments.

Introduction

In our country, aft er the 1990s as a result of the transition from a centralized system 
to a decentralized system, we opened the way for the development of private 
economies. During these years, diff erent farms have been created, of diff erent sizes 
and on the other, many agro-processing enterprises have been created. Various 
chains represent a series of challenges and challenges throughout the chain's chains, 
ranging from farm to producer to the latest agro-processing enterprises. So the 
agribusiness system does not function properly and all the links in the agribusiness 
system are disconnected from each other. To bett er analyze some of the problems of 
disconnection of agribusiness chains and to off er one of their possible choices, olive 
oil has been studied.

Justifi cation of this work

The studies and the evaluations so far consist in the fact that the reciprocal links 
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and interdependencies between the links of the agribusiness system are almost 
nonexistent as the actors involved in each system link are not coordinated between 
them, which has led to and continues to lead to a very low performance of the system. 
The study focusing on the olive branch in Albania aims to realize and evaluate this 
reality and to off er some possible solutions that contribute to the development of 
sustainable links between the links and actors of each link. One of the possible 
solutions that this paper will off er will be the use of agricultural contracts.
Objectives
a. Assess the opportunities and problems associated with the use of the 
producer-processor contracting system.
b. To highlight some of the issues that have so far failed to integrate farmers 
into the markets and off er opinions about their solution.
Methodology and Data
a. Bibliographic review
b. Survey on the ground through the use of some surveys for farmers and agro-
processing
c. The application of a linear multi-dimensional linear econometric model:

This model is used to evaluate the factors aff ecting the possibility of linking 
agricultural contracts between actors in the system.

Hypotheses
Hypotheses 1: Enabling contracts is not closely related to their implementation, 
limited supply, with the ability to fi nd reliable and risk partners.
Hypotheses 2: Contractual issues are determined by the real possibilities of entering 
into contracts, the experience of contract enforcement, the presence of limited bids, 
the reliability of the partners and the risk associated with the contractual problem.
In this study, olive oil analysis was the subject of analysis throughout Albania. In 
order to make an analysis of this branch, 100 representatives of agro-processing 
enterprises and 136 farmers have been involved. The information provided by the 
surveys is supported by questions of general, social and economic nature addressed 
to all respondents. Agricultural contracts have existed for many years as a means 
of organizing large-scale and small-scale commercial agricultural production for 
farmers. 
The agricultural contract is an increasingly popular agreement between farmers and 
the private sector for a number of reasons such as: avoidance of risks, provision of 
supply and markets, fi nancial support, information sharing, etc.
Agricultural contracts are:
They are elements of solving problems in the system.
• Impact on maximizing integrated profi ts.
• Everyone can get bett er from the profi t realized.
• Signing contracts aff ects the reduction of operating costs.
• Guarantees the required quantities of products.
• Guarantees product qualities.
• Guarantee supply deadlines, etc.
Agricultural contracts have important benefi ts for both farmers and processors. 
However, aft er the advantages, problems also appear. Below we present some of 
the advantages and problems, fi rst of these from the perspective of farmers and 
processors.
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Advantages of farmers
Some of the advantages that farmers may have when using agricultural contracts for 
selling their produce are given below:
1. The amount of inputs and production services are oft en provided by sponsors or 
processors.
2. This is usually accomplished through various loans off ered by sponsors.
3. Agricultural contracts oft en introduce new technologies and also enable farmers 
to learn new skills.
4. Reduce the price risk for farmers by specifying what is in draft ing the contract.
5. Agricultural contracts can create the opportunity to operate in new markets, which 
will be impossible for small farmers.

The problems faced by farmers
1. When farmers deal with cultivating and growing new crops, they face both the 
risk of market failure and production problems.
2. Ineff ective management or marketing problems may aff ect a partial contraction of 
the production quantity so that not all of the output can be sold.
3. Sponsorship of companies can infl uence the creation of monopoly positions.
4. The staff  of sponsoring organizations may be corrupt, especially in the distribution 
of quotas
5. Farmers' debt may increase due to production problems and excessive loans.

Advantages of processors (sponsors)
Some of the advantages that the processors involved in contractual relations with 
other actors in the agribusiness system may have are as follows:
1. Agricultural contracts with small farmers are politically more acceptable than with 
other farmers.
2. Working with small farmers is overcome and land restrictions.
3. Production is more reliable than open market purchases so sponsoring companies 
face less risk by not being responsible for production.
4. A good production quality can also be bought in open markets.

Problems faced by processors (sponsors)
In addition to the advantages, contractual relationships arise and problems are some 
of which we are presenting below:
1. Farmers who have entered into contracts may face land constraints due to lack of 
secure ownership, thus endangering long-term operational sustainability.
2. Social and cultural constraints may aff ect the ability of farmers to produce, manage 
and specialize.
3. Poor management and lack of consultation with farmers can lead to farmers' 
dissatisfaction.
4. Farmers can sell without contract and thus reduce turnover for processing plants.
5. Farmers may deviate input supply with credit for other purposes, thus reducing 
yields.

Field observation on the signing of contracts between farmers and agro-
processing

During this study it has been noticed that there is no mutual link between the 
actors of the agribusiness system. The impacts among the actors of the agribusiness 
system are almost non-existent. Given the above, we can say that the design and 
implementation of agricultural contracts plays a very important role in establishing 
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sustainable links between actors in the system and their integration into markets.
During the interviews conducted in the fi eld, it was found that the relationship 
between farmers and agro-processing is built on the basis of oral agreements. There 
was no signed contract between farmers and agro-processing. The biggest obstacle 
to signing agricultural contracts was on the part of farmers. Farmers interviewed 
in most cases had no information on how a contract was signed, while in some 
other cases it was not interested in signing a contract. For them enough to agree 
with the processors where they would sell their produce, as the processing plants 
were raised mainly near the olive production areas. Another reason that there are no 
signed contracts between farmers and agro-processing is the fact that some farmers 
are unable to provide the agroprocessors with the quantity and quality of their 
desired production. Another reason for avoiding contracts is that signing a contract 
in accordance with the rules will aff ect the increase in total costs thus adding notarial 
costs.
Farmers' assessment of the problems that exist for linking agricultural contracts

The problems that exist on the possibility of concluding contracts between farmers 
and agro-processing are numerous. Below we present the average farmers' 
assessment of the problems raised with agricultural contracts by gender, age, 
education, occupation:
Where with 1 assessment is ---- very problematic
With 2 estimates it is ---- moderately problematic
With 3 estimates it is - a bit problematic
With 4 estimates it is --- very litt le problematic
with 5 rating is ---- no problem
Average farmers' assessment of contract issues

Number PROBLEMATICS EVALUATION
1 Opportunity to conclude contracts 2.1
2 Opportunity to implement contracts 2.3
3 The ability of reliable buyers 2.4
4 The possibility of a good price 2.2
5 Reliability of Partners 2.6
6 Limited offer 2.5
7 Confi dence in Arbitration Bodies 2.6
8 Enforcement of contracts by quantity 2.7
9 Enforcement of contracts by quality 2.7
10 Implementation of contracts by time of supply 2.7
11 Implementation of Continuous Contracts 2.4
12 Supply Risk 2.5

Source: Author
As noted from the assessment of the above issues in general, 136 interviewed farmers 
have almost the same opinion on the above-mentioned problems with agricultural 
contracts. The average judgment by farmer's judgment varies in the interval 
[problemally average and least problematic].
According to the assessment of the above criteria, the assessment of the problem 
of contracts for farmers results to be on average problematic. This is due to the fact 
that farmers do not yet have the right culture to use agricultural contracts in any 
deal of sale; there is also a lack of information on how to operate the draft ing and 
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implementation of writt en agricultural contracts between the parties and another 
reason is that it is not of much interest to sign a contract as processing plants are built 
near the olive-producing areas and farmers and processors agree with each other 
about the quantity, quality, time of supply, making a forecast of the sale price (though 
this indicator causes farmers to shake their sales) and try both sides to respect the 
agreement made by mouth. Thus they reduce the notarial costs of signing contracts.

Econometric modeling of contract problems for agro-processing and farmers

Analytical techniques have been applied in relation to the data selected for the 
study, results have been obtained, and analysis and evaluation of the results have 
been made.
For the statistical evaluation of the selected data, concretely for the statistical 
evaluation of the possibility of concluding contracts, the multifactorial linear 
econometric model of the form was used: Y=a0 + a1X1 +a2X2 +….akXk + e
The models are linear when changing the independent variables occurs the 
proportional shift  of the dependent variables. Model estimation will be performed 
by the usual small squares method.
The parameters for i = 1,2,3 ... k are called fractional regression coeffi  cients that show 
that nths X is added to 1 unit then Y will be added on average to that unit provided 
other factors are taken constant. The coeffi  cient of correlation R, which shows the 
strength of the relation between the variables and the value of [-1 to 1], will be 
calculated. The closer you get, the stronger the coeffi  cient will be the relationship 
between the variables and the opposite. The coeffi  cient of defi nition R2 is calculated, 
which expresses how the% of the variation Y is explicated by X1, X2 ... .Xn together 
and (1-R2) as the% of variation is explicated by the remaining factors (e). 

Some linear multifactorial econometric models for the evaluation of agricultural 
contracts

Below we have built some econometric linear models for contract evaluation. 
Econometric models serve to detect the mutual relationships that exist between a 
group of other variables.
1- Econometric model on the possibility of concluding agricultural contracts
Dependent variable: the possibility of concluding contracts (MUNKON) (possibility 
of concluding contracts)
Independent variable: implementation of contracts (APPLICATION) 
(implementation of contracts)
Independent variable: implementation of contracts in terms of continuity of 
supply (ZBATVAZH) (implementation of continuity of contracts)
Including sample = 100 Agro-processing
In order to do the general evaluation, the multifactorial line model of the form is 
used: 
Y = a0 + a1X1 + a2X2 + e or otherwise
MUNKON = a0 + a1 ZBATKON + a2 ZBATVAZH + e

From data processing we have obtained the following results:
Dependent Variable: MUNKON
Method: Least Squares
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Sample: 1 100
Included observations: 100

Variable Coeffi cient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
C 0.004260 0.150080 0.028383 0.9774
ZBATKON 0.724957 0.048766 14.86596 0.0000
ZBATVAZH 0.167181 0.051909 3.220668 0.0017
R-squared 0.754791     Mean dependent var 1.900000
Adjusted R-squared 0.749735     S.D. dependent var 1.243163
S.E. of regression 0.621910     Akaike info criterion 1.917499
Sum squared resid 37.51693     Schwarz criterion 1.995654
Log likelihood -92.87496     F-statistic 149.2907
Durbin-Watson stat 1.797562     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000
So the model is: MUNKON = 0.0042 + 0.72 REMEMBER + 0.167 RETRY + e
1. Contract Implementation Amounts (ZBATKON) will be upgraded to a 
degree then MUNKON will increase by 0.72.
2. Contracts Continuity Implementation (ODA) will improve with a degree 
then MUNKON will increase by 0.167.

2- Econometric model 2 on the possibility of concluding agricultural contracts
Dependent variable: the possibility of concluding contracts (MUNKON) 
(possibility of concluding contracts)
Independent variable: bid restriction (KUFOFER)
Independent variables: the ability to fi nd reliable partners (MUNPART)

Dependent Variable: MUNKON
Method: Least Squares

Sample: 1 100
Included observations: 100
Variable Coeffi cient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
C 0.155598 0.291500 0.533784 0.5947
KUFOFER 0.267338 0.105023 2.545505 0.0125
MUNPART 0.451777 0.097643 4.626839 0.0000
R-squared 0.315277     Mean dependent var 1.900000
Adjusted R-squared 0.301159     S.D. dependent var 1.243163
S.E. of regression 1.039243     Akaike info criterion 2.944403
Sum squared resid 104.7626     Schwarz criterion 3.022558
Log likelihood -144.2202     F-statistic 22.33160
Durbin-Watson stat 1.714778     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000

Models: Y = a0 + a1X1 + a2 X2 + e
MUNKON = 0.155 + 0.26KUFOFER + 0.45MUNPART + e
• The bid limit amount will be reduced to a degree then MUNKON will be 
reduced by 0.26.
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• If MUNPART will be upgraded to a degree then MUNKON will increase by 0.45 
degrees.

Econometric model 3 on the possibility of concluding contracts
Dependent variable: the possibility of concluding contracts (MUNKON) (possibility 
of concluding contracts). Independent variable: in this model as independent variable 
is taken Rrisku. As a model is implemented the linear econometric model a factor of 
the form:

Y = a + bX + e
Dependent Variable: MUNKON
Method: Least Squares

Sample: 1 100
Included observations: 100
Variable Coeffi cient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
C 0.868387 0.313174 2.772861 0.0067
RISKU 0.376501 0.105933 3.554159 0.0006
R-squared 0.114181     Mean dependent var 1.900000
Adjusted R-squared 0.105142     S.D. dependent var 1.243163
S.E. of regression 1.175994     Akaike info criterion 3.181902
Sum squared resid 135.5303     Schwarz criterion 3.234006
Log likelihood -157.0951     F-statistic 12.63205
Durbin-Watson stat 1.489447     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000585

Here is applied the econometric model a factor of the form: 
Y = a + bx + e
MUNKON = a + bRisk + e
MUNKON = 0.86 + 0.37Risk+ e
The magnitude of the magnitude will decrease to a degree then the MUNKON 
will increase by 0.37 degrees.
Model 4 on the possibility of concluding agricultural contracts
Dependent variable: the possibility of concluding contracts (MUNKON) (possibility 
of concluding contracts).
Independent variable: implementation of contracts regarding the implementation 
of the quantity of supply (ZBATSAS)
Dependent Variable: MUNKON
Method: Least Squares

Sample: 1 100
Included observations: 100
Variable Coeffi cient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
C 0.737096 0.226867 3.249024 0.0016
ZBATSAS 0.454259 0.077998 5.823954 0.0000
R-squared 0.257117     Mean dependent var 1.900000
Adjusted R-squared 0.249536     S.D. dependent var 1.243163
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S.E. of regression 1.076944     Akaike info criterion 3.005928
Sum squared resid 113.6611     Schwarz criterion 3.058032
Log likelihood -148.2964     F-statistic 33.91844
Durbin-Watson stat 1.431057     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000

Here is applied the one-factor econometric model of the form: Y = a + bX + e
MUNKON = a + bZBATSAS + e
MUNKON = 0.73 + 0.45 ZBATSAS + e
The correlation coeffi  cient = 0.24 indicates that the correlation is positive between 
ZBATSAS and MUNKON but not very strong. So ZBATSAS has a small impact on 
MUNKON. ZBATSAS N.q.s will be upgraded to a degree then MUNKON will be 
upgraded to 0.45 degree.

Conclusions

• There are generally signifi cant problems regarding contract enforcement. The 
culture of implementing an offi  cial document, such as agricultural contracts, has not 
yet started.
• The linkage and eff ect eff ects of contracts are well explained by factors such as 
contract enforcement, contract continuity enforcement, bid restriction, the ability to 
fi nd reliable partners, increase the volume of supply.
• The validity of the above factors was ascertained and the confi rmation of the 
second hypothesis set up in this study was confi rmed. For the certifi cation of which 
multifactorial linear econometric models are used as follows:
MUNKON = 0.0042 + 0.72 ZBATKON + 0.167 ZBATVAZH + e
According to this model the variables taken in the analysis have a signifi cant impact 
on the possibility of concluding contracts. According to the determination coeffi  cient, 
they represent 75% of the MUNKON variation while the rest of the remaining 
factors, while according to correlation coeffi  cient = 0.74, the relation is strong and 
positive.
According to the model:
  MUNKON = 0.155 + 0.26KUFOFER + 0.45MUNPART + e
The coeffi  cient of determination in this model results to be 0.31 so the variables taken 
in the analysis explain 31% of the Y variation and the rest is explained by other 
residual factors. The correlation coeffi  cient equals 0.30 which refl ects a positive but 
not very strong relation. So the possibility of concluding contracts is aff ected by the 
bid's restriction and the ability to fi nd reliable partners.
According to the model:
MUNKON = 0.86 + 0.37Risku + e
The determination coeffi  cient = 0.114 and the coeffi  cient of correlation = 0.105. So 
the shift er speaks only 11.4% of the contract's ability to bind, while the link strength 
in this case is positive but not very close to the one. So there is a positive but not a 
great impact on the possibility of concluding contracts.
According to the model:
MUNKON = 0.73 + 0.45 ZBATSAS + e   where it results that:
The determination coeffi  cient = 0.25 and the correlation = 0.24. From the statistical 
result it is noted that the quantitative implementation of contracts has a positive 
impact on the possibility of concluding contracts and only explains 25% of it, while 
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the rest is explained by other remaining factors e.
As intercepted Albanian farmers and agro-processing companies did not own any 
contracts signed in writing but the farmer-agro-processing agreement was mainly 
carried out in the mouth, mainly for domestic sales transactions.

Recommendations

• For processors to be successful in their activity, recommend that:
•  to conclude long-term contracts with suppliers,
•  support them for the necessary agro-technical services,
•  provide them fi nancial assistance etc.
• We recommend farmers to operate in markets and integrate through signing 

agricultural contracts in order to secure a secure porous market and increase their 
income.

• We recommend increasing the government's infl uence through extension groups 
to bett er inform all actors involved in the entire agribusiness system on the 
benefi ts of signing agricultural contracts.

Re ference

Referring to the scientifi c research on the title of 'Doctor of Science', with a dissertation theme: 
The role of interdependence among actors in the growth of agribusiness performance by 
Eglantina Pazaj.
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Perspective and Independence of Energy in Kosovo

PhD (C) Valdet Gashi

Purpose of the paper

Energy perspective and independence relate mainly to Kosovo C, respectively 
the “Kosova e Re” power plant, which implies the application and use of new 
technologies and new techniques that are spread to diff erent systems and which are 
quite profi table for not depending on energy and its benefi ts from the neighboring 
countries.
Energy independence means suffi  cient production from the existing resources 
of the country, applying the necessary and applicable EU measures for Kosovo's 
membership in the ECT.
Construction of the “Kosova e Re” power plant is a permanent and strong stabilizing 
solution for energy supply in Kosovo.
An innovation is the creation of a new product or an improved product, i.e. a process, 
a new method of organizing a technique or business in practice, as well as work plan 
of organization or relations with internal or external factors. There are various forms 
of innovation: product, service, process, technology innovation, etc.

Innovation profi ts

- Reducing fi nancial costs and increasing effi  ciency at work,
- Increasing competition,
- Renewing each product / item series,
- Industry's need for sustainable development,
- Increasing the potential of technology to exceed competition in these technologies.
Innovation should be seen as a continuous process to improve skills, knowledge and 
results in terms of process and product improvement and energy development.
Key issue that will be concretely elaborated in this paper is technology, namely the 
productivity, focusing on the management of electricity effi  ciency, the replacement 
of old ways of doing business with the new ones (advanced technology). Electronic 
trade for the use of technology to intensify exchanges of goods and services, the use 
of renewable energy sources (RES) along with the improved use of energy effi  ciency 
by end-users (EE) can contribute to reducing primary energy consumption, reducing 
of greenhouse gas emissions and hence preventing dangerous climate change. 
Pending the adoption of a Europe 2020 Sustainable Growth Plan, the EU adopted a 
strategy to combat climate change by sett ing ambitious energy targets (the so-called 
20-20-20 targets). Moving towards a less carbon-intensive economy requires a public 
sector to be able to identify and support economic opportunities. This is the main 
objective of the RES.
Importance of the paper: 
Elaborating the paper focusing on:
- Energy Perspectives in Kosovo
- Energy independence
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The above includes the elaboration of the paper in question and as such presents a 
conglomerate paper.

Hypotheses and research questions

  The topic deals with energy perspective and the future of the country related to 
energy in general and coverage of energy effi  ciency needs in all sectors.
  Energy independence implies the implementation and respect of energy strategies 
and management of energy effi  ciency in the fi eld of energy, along with the innovations 
in IT followed by the contemporary trend of modern technology and applicable 
strategies.
Research questions: What is the current situation of electricity in Kosovo (which 
strategies are used, how much they are respected, in line with which directives 
are harmonized, how applicable are the IT innovations by interfering through the 
strategy on effi  cient measures and RES? (renewable energy sources).
What is the action plan for EE (Energy Effi  ciency) at European level?
What are the key areas of energy saving potential?
What are the key measures of energy saving in general consumption?
Therefore, the hypothesis raised in the paper which requires verifi cation is: To make 
an assessment of the current energy situation, taking into account the energy and 
its resources, and energy consumption in general. What is the impact on the current 
cost of electricity without the implementation of the strategies, namely with their 
implementation, application of effi  ciency, energy management, and the changes 
that follow the application of the measures from Electricity Effi  ciency, which, as 
such, are measures that will aff ect improving the quality of energy services.       
Another element is the treatment of the application of electricity effi  ciency, and with 
the use of renewable resources the electricity costs will be reduced, dust emissions 
will be reduced for more than 90%, SOx and NOx will be reduced for around 70 
% and there will be no increase in carbon dioxide emissions per unit of electricity 
produced.

Methodology of the Paper

• primay/secondary data research,
• interviews,
• scientifi c material,
The methodology of the study fi ts in with the purpose of the paper and the same 
means: The methods depend on theory, whereas the theory is interlaced with 
hypotheses and hypotheses with research questions (through analyzes elaborated 
in the paper).

Arguments of the paper (Energy Perspective and Independence)
The main argument is the challenges of Kosovo in the energy sector and, above all, 
in IT innovation in the energy fi eld, because the country, for electricity generation, is 
relying on lignite-fi red power plants.
The development of a database on energy consumption in public institutions on the 
household sector, industry sector, service sector and transport sector, would enable 
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the identifi cation of energy consumption and the creation of a monitoring process in 
order to plan and implement cost-eff ective energy effi  ciency measures.
Analysis focused on:
IT innovations in the energy fi eld,
Energy management,
Energy audit,
Using the soft ware to monitor the overall energy consumption by recording the 
data on the servers (Croatia and Bosnia are applying this, Kosovo is under process 
through the energy management soft ware - the so-called ENMASOFT, which implies 
Energy Management Soft ware)
Economic gains in job creation aft er the application of new technologies and IT 
innovations in energy.
• The legal framework,
•  Sub-legal acts
•  Strategic Framework
•  Co-operation within ECT
•  Way forward
The legal framework in the Energy Sector is in line with the EU directives.

• Law on Energy no. 03 / L-1841

• Law on Electricity no. 03 / L-201
• Law on Regulatory Offi  ce no.03 / L-185
• Law on Energy Effi  ciency no. 04 / L-0162

• Law on Central Heating no. 03 / L-1163

• Law on Natural Gas no. 03 / L-1334

• Law on Construction
• Law on Construction Products no.04 / L-181
• Law on Public Procurement no. 04 / L-042
Strategic framework
• Regulation on the Establishment of the Kosovo Energy Effi  ciency Agency -08/2011
• Regulation on the Establishment and Functioning of the Certifi cation Commission 

of Energy Auditors and Managers 27.01.2012
•  Technical regulation for saving thermal energy in buildings
•  AI for the Promotion of End-User Energy Effi  ciency and Energy Services 

(Approval of the Bott om-Up and Top-Down Methodology) 01.11.2012
•  AI No. 09/12 on the Labeling of Energy-Utilizing Equipment 05.09.2012
•  AI on Energy Audit
•  AI on the development and reporting of municipal energy effi  ciency plans – 

under fi nalization / approval process
  
The energy sector in the Republic of Kosovo has developed strategic documents that refl ect on 
the increase of Energy Effi  ciency
• Energy Strategy 20018-2027
•  Kosovo Energy Effi  ciency Plan - APKEE 2010-2018
1  Law on Energy – 13.12 2011/ med.
2  Law no. 03-L-116 on Central Heating 08.02.2010/ med.
3  Law no.03L-133 on Natural Gas 08.02.2010/ med.
4  Law on aenergy Effi  ciency – med 26.07.2011.
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•  The heating strategy  2011-2018
•  Plan implementing the Energy Strategy – revision under process
• 
Projects implementing EE measures in public buildings

• World Bank Project - $ 31 million. Implementation of EE and BRE Measures at 
Central Level Buildings * 40% of the project already completed 

•  KFW 2.5 mil € project and WBIF 5 mil € project is in the fi rst phase of implementation 
in Municipality buildings

• Co-operation within the Energy Community Treaty (ECT)
• Active participation in the activities of the Energy Effi  ciency Coordination Group, 

the Permanent High Level Group (PHGL) and the Ministerial Council
•  Implementation of the decision of the EC Council of Ministers on Energy 

Effi  ciency in relation to the transposition of directives:
•  2012/27 / EC on EE, has now been transposed through EE law
•  2010/31 on Energy Performance of Buildings, is transposed through the Law on 

Energy Code in Buildings
•  2010/30 / EC on Labeling of Electrical Appliances

The way forward 
• Supplementing the legal basis (establishment of the Energy Effi  ciency Fund)
•  Further improve the system of energy statistics and establish an adequate system 

for monitoring and evaluating the improvement of energy effi  ciency
•  Continue the public information campaign on energy effi  ciency
•  Draft  Municipal Energy Effi  ciency Plans to be approved by the Municipal 

Assembly and forwarded to KEEA.
•  Establishment of the Energy Effi  ciency Database (soft ware)

Energy Strategy

The Ministry of Economic Development5, responsible for energy, aims at ensuring 
a sustainable and secure energy supply for all consumers, taking into account the 
protection of the environment, the effi  cient use of energy, and urging the use of 
renewable resources of energy.
The liberalization of the electricity market is also a major challenge requiring 
preconditions related to the necessary modernization of the entire infrastructure 
of the energy system, while the ECT requirements for the full liberalization of the 
electricity market towards the contracting parties are already set. 
As a contracting party6 of the Energy Community Treaty (ECT) and a member of 
the EC Task Force for EE, Kosovo always implements the ECT fi ndings (for energy 
saving by implementing EE measures for the period 2009- 2011/2018/2027 in diff erent 
rates and very much hard to reach.

Current situation of the Plan 2019/2021
The overview of Energy Effi  ciency Measures for the Fourth Action Plan of the 
5  www.rks-gov.net 
6  www.ks-gov.net/mzhe
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Electricity Effi  ciency Agency 2019/2021 for the Household, Services, Industry, and 
Transport sector is characterized by undertaking the respective actions starting from:
Household Sector:
- EE incentive measures in the household (expected savings 2019/2021) 
Services Sector (target savings in 2019/2021) and measures to be taken during this 
time): 
-  Improving the implementation of EE measures in public buildings and public 

lighting (local and central level),
-  Support from relevant institutions such as MPA, MLGA, MESP, KFW, 

Municipalities, etc.
Industry Sector:
-  Improving EE through the implementation of EE measures FOR SMEs for the 

period 2019/2021.
Transport Sector: 
- Improving of fuel (controlled by MTI, respectively qualitative fuel supplies),

Challenges and Barriers to Energy Effi  ciency in Kosovo
The household sector - in this sector huge commercial loss, electricity abuse and the 

high rate of non-payment of bills for consumed energy are accounted.
 7The biggest challenges for the implementation of EE measures and energy saving 

are:
• Reducing commercial losses and achieving acceptable billing levels
  (Consumption control) and collection of invoices,
•  Relatively low energy prices and subsidies between diff erent sectors,
•  Making the gradual adjustment and gradual increase of tariff s for all categories 

of consumers as required by ECT in order to prepare for the liberalization of the 
energy market foreseen for 2015,

Conclusions

The construction of “Kosova e Re” power plant and the construction of hydropower 
plants (according to the opportunities that Kosovo off ers) will be a good solution for 
energy supply in Kosovo.
Saving energy in the process of energy production and transformation, perspective 
and energy independence and application of innovations according to the strategies 
to be applied and objectives, relevant targets including energy distribution network, 
reduction of transmission and distribution losses, improving effi  ciency of the power 
plant power.
Prior to making strategic decisions of economic development, the assessment of 
national potentials in security of supplying energy, for a sustainable development, 
should be done.
It is clear that increasing the share of energy from renewable sources and the 
application of innovations is important for Kosovo.

Recommendations

The application of innovations and their adaptation to the energy fi eld and increase 
7  Directive 206/32/EC on Energy Effi  ciency of End User Utilization and Energy Services.
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of energy effi  ciency is important for reducing energy costs, creating new jobs in the 
technically advanced sector for the implementation of EE projects. In addition, EE 
reduces greenhouse gases and facilitates the achievement of targets for generating 
renewable energy.
At the stage where the household sector is, there is litt le chance that old building 
stock can be reconstructed in order to take measures to implement EE. Banks with 
so-called Eco-Loans are still not att ractive due to high interest rates.
Therefore, among others, the following is required:

•  Improvement of collection of data and records and implementation of statistical 
methods according to EUROSTAT,

•  Adoption of requirements, especially in the area of buildings and space heating,
•  Renovation of public buildings by applying energy effi  ciency measures through 

innovations and latest technology.
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The strengthening of Italian-Albanian alliance in the political-military fi eld 
at the end of ‘20s and beginning of ‘30s of the 20th Century

PhD (C.) Antoneta Hoxha
University of Tirana, Albania

Abstract

In the late ‘20s of the 20th century Italy had an ever-growing infl uence in Albania, in every 
aspect of its internal and external politics. This study intends to analyze the bilateral political 
and military relations and the further strengthening of this alliance between Italy and Albania 
in the early ‘30s of the 20th century, analyzing in detail the undertaken reforms. However, 
in order to make an accurate analysis, account should be given to the context, interests and 
strategic and geopolitical objectives of the Great Powers, especially, in the case at hand, 
Italy. The Italian politics against Albania was made also on behalf of the ambitions of the fascist 
regime and the permanent goals of Italy in the Balkans and Mediterranean, not forgett ing the 
ambitions in the foreign policy of its leader, Mussolini.
Since the early years of the republic, important steps were made to reform and consolidate 
the state institutions, to establish the respective legislation, a key part of which was also 
the military organization. Both, during the Republican and monarchy regimes in Albania, 
reforms of the military organization continued to be carried out, aimed at creating an 
army of the time of Western orientation, while on the other side it would serve the 
preservation of monarchic authoritarian system. At the core of these reforms, besides the 
Albanian experience and tradition, it was also refl ected the intense infl uence and dominance 
of the Italian army. This process of organization of the Army was intended to be achieved 
in the framework of concrete internal and external changes. It should be said, however, that 
the Italians had begun their interventions with the Albanian Army since the conclusion of 
the two pacts of Tirana, respectively, in 1926 and 1927. It is worth mentioning also that about 
50% of the state budget was allocated to the army. Agreements with Italy set the Albanian 
Army under complete Italian control.

Keywords: military alliances, agreements, politics, bilateral agreements, foreign relationships.

Introduction

Aft er the proclamation of the Albanian Republic in January 21, 1925, 
with President Ahmet Zog, signifi cant steps were made to reform and consolidate 
the state institutions, for the creation of the state legislation and rule of law in the life 
and social activity, where, obviously, a key part of this reform was also the military 
organization. Even aft er the proclamation of the monarchy in Albania, in 1928, on 
the top of which was King Zog I, the reforms that had began since when Albania 
was a republic, continued to take place. In principle, these reforms were being 
made in order to modernize the patriarchal Albanian civilization and establish a 
centralization that united everyone, which would substitute the old division in clans 
and tribes. But these reforms should also be seen as a way to strengthen the means of 
power, included into a broader program to make the monarchy in Albania “stable”.1

The new political system established in Alba nia aimed at a well-organized army and 
the trend was to give to this institution a decisive role in serving the preservation 
of the authoritarian monarchical system and the creation of a Western-oriented 
1  Albert Mousset, Albania in front of Europe, Tirana, Dituria, 2004, p. 93.
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army. The core eff orts to organize the army were the experience and tradition of 
the Albanian army, as well as the intense and dominant infl uence of the Italian 
army. The construction and organization of the army was considered a developing 
process and it was intended to be realized in the context of concrete internal and 
external changes.2

However, it should be said that the Italians had b egun their interventions with the 
Albanian Army since the conclusion of the two Pacts of Tirana. Since the First Pact of 
Tirana of 1926, the Italians continued to seek spreading out their scope and greater 
control in the military fi eld. Zog, in return, demanded greater security against 
his enemies, both at home and abroad, which he hoped to accomplish through 
guarantees, greater fi nancial aid and the creation of a monarchy. In this way, with 
the conclusion of the Second Pact of Tirana signed in November 1927, both parties 
had fulfi lled their intentions.3 
The “Defense Alliance” Treaty of 1927 was signed for the  Italians by Ugo Sola and for 
the Albanians, by Ilias Vrioni and it was published in the Offi  cial Gazett e on January 
13, 1928.4 The Pact envisaged mutual interaction of allied states in case of “war 
provocations” against one of them, sett ing the fi nancial resources, military, etc. at the 
service of other. Ambassador Sola’s lett er provides a more detailed analysis to several 
articles of the pact, and it is considered as a constituent part of the document. It 
describes the principles of running combat operations and exploiting the allied 
territory. The initiative of bilateral actions against a third government was completely 
transferred into the hands of Italian party, which, depending on the situation, 
would decide how the confl ict would be sett led.5 In this way, it was legitimized the 
increased presence of Italians in the Albanian army, although, at fi rst sight, the text 
seemed harmless. Aft er the conclusion of these agreements, the Italian interest in the 
Albanian army would be always increasing.
Zog on his side, through a greeting telegram, asked Mussolini that the new Italian-
Albanian pact be presented as a new contribution to strengthening Albanian 
independence.6 Mussolini was willing to satisfy Zog’s desire. Furthermore, he 
emphasized  that Italy’s objective was above all “preserving Albania’s independence 
and peaceful development”.7 In fact, being an agreement, the treaty did not favor any 
kind of interfe rence of Italy in the home aff airs of Albania and contained no secret 
clauses, nor was it directed against any state. However, it should be said that Italy’s 
purpose was somewhat hidden. “With this treaty we tried more or less to consciously 
realize a certain camoufl aged protectorate”, ascertained the Italian consul, Quaroni.8 
There were several comments made about the intentions of the Pact in the Europea n 
press. The Swiss newspaper “Vaterland Luzern” wrote in October 1928 that the Pact 

2  Novruz Zejnati, Ahmet Zog-King and Commander of the Albanian Army, Tirana: Globus R., 
2005, p. 131.
3  Bernd J. Fischer, King Zog and the struggle for stability in Albania, Tirana: Çabej, 2004, p.136.
4  Central State Archive of the Republic of Albania (hereinaft er: CSA), Fund (hereinaft er: F.) 178 
(Ministry of Finances), Year (hereinaft er: Y.) 1928, File (hereinaft er: f.) IV-572, page (hereinaft er: p.) 
11.
5  Nina Smirnova, History of Albania throughout the 20th century, Tirana: Dituria, 2005, p. 164.
6  Diplomatic Italian Documents (hereinaft er: DID), Ministry of Foreign Aff airs, Rome: Istituto 
Poligrafi co Dello Stato, Seventh Series: 1922-1935, Volume (hereinaft er: Vol.) V, document number 
(hereinaft er: doc. no.) 591, “Telegram of Sola to Mussolini, 23 November 1927”, page (hereinaft er: 
p.) 557.
7  DID, Seventh Series, Vol. V, doc. no. 593, “Telegram of Sola to Mussolini, 24 November 1927”, p. 
558.
8  Ilir Ushtelenca, The diplomacy of King Zog I, 1912-1939, Tirana: Ermir, 1997, p. 186.
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of Tirana gave Italy a special position in Albania and allowed this foreign power the 
right to intervene in Albania’s internal policy, regardless whether this intervention 
was contrary to the desire of people or not. According to this article, Zog, by virtue 
of Italy’s power, was assured of every rebellion in Albania, and it even emphasized 
that he reigned as a vassal of Italy.9              
The newspapers published in Italy presented a completely diff erent pi cture. The 
Italian newspaper “Tribuna” presented the treaties of Tirana as entirely peaceful 
intended at establishing the balance in the Adriatic and that the Italian government 
did not think at all that Albania was to be an operational base for the Eastern Balkans, 
and fi rmly affi  rmed that “... Albania is not a land that serves Balkan adventures 
coming out of the Adriatic ...”.10 
The British minister in Tirana, instructed by Foreign Offi  ce, made eff orts with Zog 
and Sola to not allow the publication of the treaty and its ratifi cation to gain some 
time to be consulted with Paris and Belgrade.11 Chamberlain wanted to include 
Yugoslavia in the treaty by converting it into a tri-party treaty through which Italy 
and Yugoslavia would respect Albania’s integrity and independence. He looked 
that this pact would solve the Adriatic issue.12 
Thus, the signing of the Second Pact of Tirana and the accompanying agreements led 
to the institutionalization of the Italian military infl uence over the Albanian army. To 
accelerate its eff ects, the Council of Ministers of Albania decided to accept Italian 
offi  cers as organizers, instructors at various branches of the army. Italian soldiers 
were established in almost all army units (groups, batt alions, guard, artillery, 
engineer corps), which also infl uenced the establishment of a number of schools, 
such as the machine gun and special weapons school in Durres, artillery, infantry 
lieutenant schools, etc.13  
Thus the Albanian army grew constantly, consuming approximately 45,7 % of the 
state budget during the fi scal year 1926-1927, while in 1927-1928 this amount reached 
48.03 %. The Italians saw the rise of the Albanian Army as a positive development and 
exerted considerable pressure to increase its eff ectiveness. Rome saw in this action 
an opportunity to increase its infl uence by taking over the role of payer and trainer 
of these forces. The Chief of General Staff  stated to the British Minister that in early 
1928 the Albanian army had reached a force power of 11,000 soldiers and offi  cers. He 
underlined that this rapid increase was made through consultations between the 
president and the Italian military att aché, General Pariani. The Chief of General Staff  
stated also that at least 50 offi  cers paid by the Italian government were serving in the 
Albanian Army. Besides the General Staff  and its building in Tirana, Italian offi  cers 
commanded the units at the following levels: one offi  cer for each batt alion, two for 
every three batt eries, and one for each engineer corps group. Italian offi  cers served 
also in medical, veterinary and transportation units.14 
It should be recalled that since 1925 the Albanian gendarmerie was organized 
by British offi  cers under the direction of Colonel Stirling. Zog, in addition to the 
preference for the British military, had seen that Britain was a state without political 
9  Archive of the Ministry of Foreign Aff airs (hereinaft er: AMFA), Year (hereinaft er: Y.) 1928, File 
(hereinaft er: f.) 65, page (hereinaft er: p.) 286-287.
10  AMFA, Y. 1928, F. 114, p. 2.
11  DDI, Seventh Series, Vol. V, doc. no. 599, “Telegram of Sola to Mussolini, 24 November 1927”, p. 
561-562.
12  Pranvera Teli (Dibra), Albania and English diplomacy 1919-1927, Tirana: Neraida, 2005, p. 451-
452.
13  N. Zejnati, cited above, p. 112.
14  B. J. Fischer, cited above, p. 138-139.
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and territorial interests to Albania. British expert offi  cers were assigned to the offi  ces 
of the inspectors and assistant inspectors at the Areas Commands. On top of them, 
Inspector General of the Gendarmerie was appointed Colonel W. F. Stirling15. Unlike 
the British gendarmerie mission, consisting of former British army offi  cers who 
did not respond at all to the British government and were paid by the Albanian 
government, Italian offi  cers were transferred from the Italian Army to have their 
service in Albania and, therefore, continued to receive salaries from their authorities.16 
Through the exclusive status of “Albania’s defense”, allowed by the Pact of 
Friendship, they penetrated in every sphere of the Albanian army organics. Their 
idea was to transform the militia system into that of a regular army.17 Although Italy 
already exercised considerable control over the Albanian army, they went further by 
increasing their infl uence polici es.
Shortly before the change of the regime, Italy charged its plenipotentiary ambassador 
to Tirana, Ugo Sola, to reach an agreement that would in some way be their reward 
for the support they would provide for the change of the regime. In addition to other 
guarantees, Mussolini requested also through a special agreement to increase further 
the Italian control over the Albanian army.18

Thus, to the function of implementation of the policy in the fi eld of defense between 
the two countries, in August 1928 it were reached to a series of military agreements 
which determined the manner of implementation of the Pact by strengthening the 
infl uence of Rome over the Albanian army.19 Pact II of Tirana became more eff ective, 
being complemented upon new secret military agreements, which defi ned in detail the 
manner of establishing mi litary control over Albania, as well as the implementation 
of the pact in the event of any aggression of war.20

So, in August 31, 1928, a military agreement was signed between the Italian and 
Albanian governments for the implementation of the ‘Treaty of Friendship’ 
between Italy and Albania. The Italian government was represented by Ugo Sola 
(Italian Plenipotentiary Minister in Albania) and Colonel Alberto Pariani (offi  cer 
of the Italian Kingdom in Albania). The Albanians were represented by IliasVrioni 
(Albanian Foreign Minister) and Xhemal Aranitasi (Commander of the Albanian 
Armed Forces).21 This military agreement was a continuation or supplement of the 
1927 Friendship Treaty, which increased the Italian control over the Albanian army.
The agreement contained 15 articles and two annexes. According to article 1 of the 
agreement, “pursuant to the pact concluded in Tirana in November 22, 1927, if one 
of the two allied states is att acked by a third party, the other, at the request of the 
fi rst, will be considered at war with the aggressor state”. In this case, the signatory 
parties had to be joined to a common command and forces to annihilate the common 
enemy. According to the agreement, there would be a single commander of allied 
Italian-Albanian forces. The command of allied mobilized forces had the task of 
establishing the day and the way of starting the aggression, spreading the forces on 

15  Fatmira Musaj, “Reorganization of Albanian Gendarmerie (1925-1928)”, in: Historic Studies, 
issue 1-2, Tirana: Albanian Studies Center, Institute of History, 2013, p. 101-103.
16  Joseph Swire, Albania, the rise of a kingdom, Tirana: Dituria, 2005, p. 395.
17  N. Zejnati, cited above, p. 106.
18  Paskal Milo, Albania’s Foreign Policy I (1912-1939), Tirana: Toena, 2013, p. 782.
19  Fatmira Musaj, “Reorganization of Albanian Armed Forces (1925-1928)”, in: Historic Studies, 
issue 3-4, Tirana: Albanian Studies Center, Institute of History, 2013, p. 152.
20  The History of the Albanian People, volume III, Tirana: Toena, 2007, p. 269.
21  DID, Seventh series, Vol. VI, doc. no. 611, “Military agreement on the implementation of the 
Alliance Treaty between Italy and Albania, 31 August 1928”, p. 538.
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several fronts during the operations and strategic goals to be achieved22. Article 5 of 
the agreement provided that during the wartime the commander in charge of Allied 
mobilized Forces would be the General Commander of the Italian Armed Forces.23 In 
this way, Albanian forces were completely placed under the Italian command, 
achieving the goals of the latt er.
Albanians were also requested to exclude all other foreign powers from the programs 
of organizing their own army, which within fi ve years would reach the incredible 
force of 60,000 individuals. The Italians agreed to only partially fund the cost of such 
an operation, leaving thus open ground for other Italian-Albanian agreements. With 
regard to Zog’s counseling, there would be a special General Staff  organized, consisting 
only of Italian offi  cers. This group would have no relation with the top Albanian 
military command.24 Thus, there would be two diff erent Italian offi  cers groups in 
Albania: a) General Staff  Offi  cers who would depend directly from the Head of State 
and b) Organizational offi  cers who would depend on the Command of the Albanian 
Armed Forces. Offi  cers of the General Staff  would be hired for a period of seven 
years, with the right to re-assigment, while organizers (group b) would remain in 
service for a period of time provided for in their respective contracts.25 
As per agreement, the Albanian government was obliged to include in the army 
only Italian offi  cers who would wear Albanian uniforms but were prevented from 
acquiring Albanian citizenship. The Italian Army General Alberto Pariani was 
appointed at the head of the military mission. He was sent fi rst to Albania with the 
rank of colonel, as military att aché in the Italian Legation in Durres. In August 1928 he 
was appointed General and Chief of the Italian Military Mission in Albania. Also, the 
agreement allowed the Italian army to invade the Albanian shore for the purposes of 
the country’s defense war.26 All the costs that would arise in this case would be paid 
by the Italian government.27  
Meanwhile, the number of Italian military organizers headed by Colonel Alberto 
Pariani increased.28 The group of Italian military organizers, backed by the high 
structures of the Albanian state and army as well as Ahmet Zog himself, intensifi ed 
its work to transform the existing organizational system into a regular army.29 
The Defense and Security Treaty, and the agreement for its implementation, 
guaranteed Italy the dominant position in the Adriatic. “By this treaty”, the 
newspaper “Figlio d’ordini” of the Fascist Party quoted - the Adriatic issue, as a 
fundamental problem for Italy’s security was solved once and for all by guaranteeing 
the independence of Albania’s territorial integrity”. Fascist propaganda highlighted 
the importance of the treaty as very important to Albania’s protection and security.30  
The achieved agreements secured Italy a strategic position in the Balkans, as well 
as complete freedom of action over the Albanian army. This is best proved by the 
report of the Offi  ce for Albania at the Italian Ministry of Foreign Aff airs, where a 
synopsis of the political situation in Albania specifi es that the army was built with 
22  Ibidem, p. 539.
23  Ibidem.
24  B. J. Fischer, cited above, p. 151-152.
25  DID, Seventh series, Vol. VI, doc. no. 611, “Military agreement on the implementation of the 
Alliance Treaty between Italy and Albania, 31 August 1928”, p. 540-542.
26  F. Musaj, Reorganization of Armed Forces…, cited above, p. 152.
27  DID, Seventh series, Vol. VI, doc. no. 611, “Military agreement on the implementation of the 
Alliance Treaty between Italy and Albania, 31 August 1928”, p. 541.
28  N. Zejnati, cited above, p. 106-107.
29  Ibidem, p. 108.
30  F. Musaj, Reorganization of Armed Forces…, cited above, p. 152.
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Italian materials, from Italian organizers and partly Italian and partly Albanian 
offi  cers. “Our offi  cers are to be congratulated for the sense of duty, activity and 
performance”, reported Lojacono.31 
As the Italians were increasingly advancing in their diplomatic successes towards 
Albania, the international press was vigilant all the while refl ecting every day the 
new events of European politics. The comments of Greek and Yugoslav newspapers, 
countries that had territorial intentions towards Albania, were particularly spicy 
and tendentious, and every Italian success was a violation of their interests. “Italy 
has planted the seed of war on the island of Sazan”, wrote the Greek newspaper 
“Flinikis” on October 29, 1928. According to it, there were military buildings erected 
in Sazan, vehicles and basement undergrounds were constructed where cannons 
and ammunition were placed.32 
The Serbian newspaper “Samouprava”, in an article dated October 24, 1928, which 
quoted an article of the London newspaper “Daily Telegraph”, noticed that the 
military material which Italy had sent to Albania was to a large extent and exceeded 
the current and future needs of the Albanian Army, emphasizing, “... Italian politics 
aims to make Albania a huge warehouse of weapons, ammunition and war materials 
ready for any eventuality in the Balkans ...”.33  
At the same time, the Italian newspaper “Il giornale d’Italia” referred to the 
publication of these news as “to poison” the atmosphere of these populations 
against Italy, which it claimed to be naive but “that it is indeed a slight betrayal” 
commenting that, “... the situation in Albania is always an object for live talks in 
Belgrade’s political circles ...”.34 
The Italian-Albanian military pacts and the pro-Italian political orientation of 
the new regime conditioned directly the continuity of military relations between the 
two already “friends and allies”. Italian military organi zers intensifi ed more and 
more Italy’s intervention in establishing the Albanian Armed Forces. Over these 
years, everything that was related to the army, starting from the legal basis, the rules 
and the entire functioning of the military bureaucratic apparatus were organized 
according to Italian mentality and counseling. 
During 1929-1931 the army was re-organized. Under the new constitution, the armed 
forces, under Article 176, were under the direct control of the King. They consisted of 
national armies (land, sea, air forces) and gendarmerie (Article 170). Military service 
was mandatory for Albanian citizens. The ranking offi  cers, from the commander of the 
company and upwards, were appointed by the king to whom they swore loyalty. The 
commander of the national defense forces and the chief of general staff  were King’s 
advisors on military issues (Article 186).35 Public security aff airs were entrusted 
entirely to the Gendarmerie and the National Army. In November 1929, the law “On 
the organization of the Armed Forces” was enacted, which stipulated that “the state’s 
armed forces are the National Army and the Gendarmerie”.36 
The “Fundamental Statute” confi rmed the denomination “National Army” and 
the inclusion of the “National Defense Command” in it, as well as its division 
into three types of forces: land forces, naval forces and air forces. The law on the 
31  DID, Seventh series, Vol. VII, doc. no. 81, “Report of the Head of Offi  ce of Albania, Lojacono, to 
the Secretary of Foreign Aff airs Grandi, 21  November 1928”, p. 91.
32  AMFA, Y. 1928, f. 113, p. 48.
33  Ibidem, p. 114.
34  AMFA, Y. 1928, f. 114, p. 54-55.
35  Arben Puto, Political Albania 1912-1939, Tirana: Toena, 2009, p. 453.
36  Hilë Lushaku, The Albanian Police Route 1912-1945, Tirana: Kristal, 2012, p. 173.
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organization of the armed forces was accompanied with the relevant organics, 
duties and functions.  This law specifi ed also the rank hierarchy in the Albanian 
army. In the organizational structure of the army it included also the functioning 
of the “Military Department” at the royal court, which depended directly to the 
king. This structure was formed with Italian and Albanian offi  cers, who generally 
played the role of assistants, controlled the evidences, mobilization, administration 
and trainings, through the respective sections. The military Department was 
headed by the Italian General A. Pariani. Orders and decisions of this department 
were implemented aft er receiving the king’s approval. The Italian organizers and 
military inspectors acted on the basis of the regulation “On the competences of 
Italian offi  cers serving in the Albanian Army”.37 This regulation stipulated the role 
of Italian organizers in the Albanian Army and the tasks they would perform in the 
framework of cooperation. The Italian military organizers expanded their activities 
into the roles of training advisors, schools, medicine, transportatioZog made a series 
of reforms to modernize the Albanian army. In addition to the Military Department, a 
“Gendarmerie Department” was established by General Jocelyn Percy.38 In March 
1929, General Alberto Pariani was appointed Head of the “Military Department” at 
the Royal Court.39 
King Zog trusted the organization of the Albanian gendarmerie to the British. The 
gendarmerie was based on the political organization of the state in regional 
commands (in each prefecture), and commands att ached to each vice-prefecture.40 In 
1928-1939, the general gendarmerie inspector was the British offi  cer Jocelyn Percy, 
while British inspectors operated in the country’s main regions.41 But the British 
General’s proposals were continually called as if they had not been made at all, nor 
did they come to life. On the other hand, the British government did not show any 
interest on this issue.42 “The British mission has been put in an abnormal position 
now that the Italians have taken de facto the control of Albania. So far, it suited 
the Italian politics to allow the mission to remain as their status acted as something 
to cover their activities ... Soon there will come the time when the Italians shall 
demand that the gendarmerie control be in their hands ... It is unthinkable that Sir 
Jocelyn Percy and his staff  will be able to work longer under existing conditions”, 
wrote the ‘Daily Telegraph’ in an article dedicated to the British military mission in 
Albania.43 In its annual report for 1928 to the Foreign Offi  ce, the British minister in 
Tirana, with regard to the Albanian armed forces, reported that the Italian offi  cers 
had strengthened the control over the troops.44           
The army was one of the areas where the Albanian government spent most of the 
budget. During 1929, almost 50% of the budget was used for reorganizing the 
army. Approximately one hundred and eighty Italian offi  cers were involved in this 
work. There was an Italian instructor in each Albanian army company, who was 
actually the commander. In military units equipped with technical means, such as 
artillery and engineer corps, the Italians had also the real command. Stocks of combat 
materials that Italy had accumulated in Albania were anticipated to arm about 
37  N. Zejnati, cited above, p. 131-132.
38  Spiro Vasil Mëhilli, Tirana 1920-1944, Tirana: Mediaprint, 2014, p. 89.
39  CSA, F. 149 (Prime Minister’s offi  ce), Y. 1929, f. I-2091, p. 1.
40  Offi  cial Gazett e, issue 66, 27 November 1929.
41  Kastriot Dervishi, The History of the Albanian People 1912-2005, Tirana: “55”, 2006, p. 291.
42  A. Mousset, cited above, p. 99.
43  AMFA, Y. 1928, f. 65, p. 390.
44  Foreign Offi  ce Archives (hereinaft er: FO), 371/13560 (C 2310/2310/90), Report on Albania for 
1928, Durrës: March 26, 1929, p. 14.
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100,000 individuals. These weapons, ammunition and other materials surpassed way 
too much the need that the army might have had in case of general mobilization.  In 
peace times this army had only 12,000 troops, of which about a quarter was located 
in Shkodra and its surroundings.45 According to the well-known French historian 
Albert Mouset, with regard to this matt er, it had litt le to do with the preparation for 
the mobilization of the Albanian army, rather than with the preparation of a base for 
deployment and combat operations of Italian troops.46  
The “Italie” newspaper, published in Paris, in a long article titled “Fascist intrigues 
in Italy and preparation of the war” highlighted this high Italian presence in 
Albania, fi nding that in every corner of Albania, warehouse weapons and military 
warehouses were found. “... Their spread is so great that they cannot certainly be 
destined for the Albanian army, but for the Italian army...”, was writt en on the pages 
of this newspaper.47 
King Zog I gave importance also to military education. On November 27, 1928, he 
opened the “Royal Military School” and the “Royal Military Gymnasium” with 
Colonel Banush Hamdi Bego as its Head and Lieutenant Colonel Pastrovich, offi  cer 
of the Italian military engineering corps as its organizer. When the students fi nished 
the school, they came out with as second lieutenant offi  cers. Each year 30 military 
students went out of this school to Italian schools. They had additional studies for 
about 3 years and when they returned they had the rank of captain.48 
Aft er graduating in Albania the students were sent to the Military Academy in Italy, 
at the Gendarmerie School or Physical Education Academy in Rome. According to 
the order, these should be secondary students or paramilitary and should be among 
the most distinguished students. Only during 1929, according to the agreement with 
General Pariani, 20 youngsters were sent to study at the School of Carabinieri. These 
studies would last about three years, of which two in Modena and one in Florence. At 
the end of graduation, they received the title “Gendarmerie Offi  cer”.49 
Military schools remained the basis for preparing low ranking offi  cers. The “Royal 
School” continued to develop regular teaching programs until 1933, aft er being 
closed due to budgetary reasons. Another school was that of offi  cers of Tirana 
which was att ended by fi nal year secondary school students or already graduated 
students. Since 1929 there was also the offi  cers’ perfection school in Tirana, aft er the 
graduation from which the subsequent rank was granted. During 1932, students from 
the “Royal Military School” were sent to the “Military College” in Italy. Meanwhile, 
a number of Albanian youths att ended the lessons in the Naples “Military College”.50

Also, some Italian instructors had organized the “Albanian National Y outh”, taking as 
an example the fascist organization of balilas in Italy. In February 1929, this Albanian 
youth organization had 15,000 members.51 On June 30, 1930, the king decreed the 
establishment of the “Albanian National Youngsters Entity” on the formation, 
functioning of the paramilitary militia, and the organization and functioning of the 
paramilitary exercises. This structure, directly dependent to the king was created, 
“for taking care and to support the moral, artistic, patriotic education of the 
youngsters”. The National Entity was under the command of Croatian General Leon 
45  A. Mousset, cited above, p. 98.
46  Ibidem, p. 98-99.
47  AMFA, Y. 1930, f. 146, p. 30-31.
48  S. V. Mëhilli, cited above, p. 89-90.
49  CSA, F. 195 (Ministry of Education), Y. 1929, f. 107, p. 1-7, 14.
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de Ghilardi, but the instructors in each of the ten prefectures were Italians. The girls’ 
curriculum included hygiene, nursery and household economy. In 1931 the entity 
passed under the “National Defense Command”.52 
In one of the meetings between Zog and Pariani, the latt er promised to send to Italy 
all those Albanians who would choose a military career. In his report to this respect 
to the Ministry of War in Rome, Pariani stated that King Zog had said “that the 
merger between the two elements (Italian and Albanian) must be more intimate, 
that the Albanian youth destined for the military carrier will have to go to Italy and 
att end all the military college and other successive schools, along with the Italian 
fellow friends. Every Albanian - stated Pariani on his side - will stay in Italy for 6 to 8 
years, a period suffi  cient to create a new spirit and to establish a sustainable and fi rm 
orientation”, added Pariani. “These will be one of the most profi table expenditures, 
since within a given number we will have a group of Albanian offi  cers and despite 
that they will not be dominant in number, they will be defi nitely dominant from a 
point of view of culture and action abilities as offi  cers, educated by us and, therefore, 
oriented towards us”.53 
The foreign press paid special att ention to the “interventions” as they called the ones 
of the Italian government in the Albanian Army, increasingly growing its infl uence in 
Albania. They pointed out in particular the stuffi  ng of Albania with Italian weapons.
The French magazine “L’Homme Libre” noted in an article about the Italian activity in 
Albania that Italy’s resett lement in Albania was not limited to the two treaties of 
Tirana, but “it is transforming Albania into a kind of broad castle in the heart of the 
Balkans”. In support of that argument it further wrote that, “... 15 geographic service 
Italian offi  cers are preparing in details the Albanian land map, and weapons and 
signifi cant ammunition were given to the army of Ahmet Zog and that this Italian 
undertaking across the Adriatic is strongly organized and expanding”.54 
“The Albanian government gladly accepts the Italian offi  cers as organizers of its 
army and as specialists for all types of technical services of this army, but does not let 
the Italian army protect the Albania borders nor the Albanian army be commanded 
by Italian offi  cers” wrote the Greek newspaper “Eleft heronVima”.55 
The Parisian newspapers “Ouvre” informed that Italy had made huge military 
expenses in Albania, writing amongst others, “... the main centers of Albania such as 
Durres, Korca or Shkodra and Elbasan and especially the capital, Tirana, are centers 
of military actions everywhere directed by Italian offi  cers: the roads which lead 
to Yugoslavia are being repaired, particularly for military needs, as well as forts, 
airfi elds, works and artillery needs.56

The Bucharest newspaper “Curentul” published an article in its number 488 dated 
May 30, 1929 on the overall situation in Albania,  among which the emphasis was set 
on the organization of the Albanian army. “Albania has an army with an eff ective 
force of 7,000 men, and it is commanded by Italian offi  cers, who are under contracts, 
and Albanian offi  cers ... There is an organizational planning of the army prepared by 
a commission of Italian offi  cers under the direction of a general. The Gendarmerie 
52  Owen Person, Albania and King Zog: Independence, Republic and Monarchy1908-1939, New 
York: The Center for Albanian Studies in association with IB Tauris & Co Ltd, 2004, f. 314; N. 
Zejnati, cited above, p. 137-139.
 N. Zejnati, cited above, p. 148.
53  N. Zejnati, cited above, p. 148.
54  AMFA, Y. 1928, f. 166, p. 3.
55  Ibidem, p. 4.
56  AMFA, Y. 1929, f. 317, p. 85.
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is organized by an English general, while the Chief of General Staff  is a senior 
Albanian offi  cer, whereas the offi  cers are half Albanian and half Italians,” quoted 
the newspaper in question, underlining also that “the biggest and most important 
scaff old is the Durres one where a naval military base is being built up by an Italian 
society.” 57

According to the British Minister, Hodgson, these Balkan press publications, related to 
imported supplies and intentions predestined to be used, were imaginary. Hodgson 
underlined that the materials and military shipments coming from Italy over the last 
year included four armored vehicles, thirty-three trucks, fi eld kitchens, hydroplane 
support sections, two fi re tanks, and substantial armament supplies.58 
Anyway, the rise of Italian infl uence over the Albanian army during the monarchy 
was evident and growing. The signing of military agreements allowed them direct 
interference with the Albanian armed forces. By taking key positions in the army, 
the Italians made it easier to enforce their policies and to extend more and more the 
fascist infl uence in the country.
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Abstract

This paper shows the performance of some macroeconomic indicators such as GDP, 
unemployment rate, growth of the population in %, exports, net investments, energy sector 
investments, for the Balkan countries. As well as the role and impact that each of these 
indicators has brought in the last two decades in the investments made by these countries. In 
this modest study, it has been att empted to make a valuation of the current investment, with 
a particular focus on Albania. Investments are considered to be one of the most important 
indicators in sustained and sustainable economic growth in the medium to long term. 
Albania, as a Western Balkan country that adheres to becoming part of the European Union, 
should focus on investments in diff erent sectors, especially in those sectors where there is 
competitive advantage. A special role in Albania during the last 5 years has been the FDI, 
which by the end of 2017 reached 8% of the Gross Domestic Product. A good part of these 
investments have been applied to the energy sector. According to the Global Competitiveness 
Index 2017-2018, Albania ranks 75th out of 137 diff erent countries on the planet, with a fairly 
good performance compared to other Balkan countries.
Keywords: GDP, Infl ation, Unemployment Rate, Lending Interest Rate, Research and 
Development Expenditure, Growth of the Population in %, Exports, Net Investments, Energy 
Sector Investments Foreign Direct Investment Flow, Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing.

General description of the World Economy

Aft er strong growth in 2017 and early 2018, global economic activity slowed notably 
in the second half of last year, refl ecting a confl uence of factors aff ecting major 
economies. Global growth is now projected to slow from 3.6 percent in 2018 to 3.3 
percent in 2019, before returning to 3.6 percent in 2020.

General description of the performance of the European Economy

European Economic Activity continued to expand in the fi rst half of 2018, albeit at 
a slower-than-expected pace, Europe.  Domestic demand, supported by stronger 
employment and wages, remains the main engine of growth. However, the external 
environment has become less supportive and is expected to soft en further in 2019 
owing to slowing global demand, trade tensions, and higher energy prices. (SOURCE 
Economic Developments & Outlook)
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Purpose of the Study

1) The Performance and Impact of Some Macroeconomic Indicators in Total 
Investments.
2) The Performance and Impact of Some Macroeconomic Indicators in 
Investments in the Energy Sector with Focus Albania.

Hypotheses of the study

1)  H0:Indicator GDP growth with Public private partnerships does not aff ect 
Total Investments.
      H1: Indicator GDP growth with Public private partnerships aff ect Total 
Investments.
2) H0: Indicator Unemployment rate with Public private partnerships does 
not aff ect Total Investments.
      H1:Indicator Unemployment rate with Public private partnerships aff ectTotal 
Investments.
 3) H0 : Indicator Imports of goods and services (% of GDP) does not aff ect Total 
Investments.
      H1 : Indicator Imports of goods and services (% of GDP) aff ect Total Investments.
4) H0 : Indicator Infl ation does not aff ect Total Investments.
     H1 : Indicator Infl ation Interest Rate aff ect Total Investments.
5) H0 : Indicator Research and development expenditure (% of GDP) does not 
aff ect Total Investments.
       H : 1 Indicator Research and development expenditure (% of GDP) aff ect Total 
Investments.
6) H0 : Indicator Agriculture, forestry, and fi shing, value added (% of GDP) does 
not aff ect Total Investments.
       H : 1 Indicator Agriculture, forestry, and fi shing, value added (% of GDP) aff ect 
Total Investments.
7) H0 : Indicator FDI does not aff ect Total Investments.
      H1 :  Indicator FDI aff ect Total Investments.
8) H0 : Indicator Lending Interest Rate does not aff ect Total Investments.
     H1 : Indicator Lending Interest Rate aff ect Total Investments.
9)  H0 : Indicator Wage and Salaried workers does not aff ect Total Investments.
     H1 : Indicator Wage and Salaried workers Interest Rate aff ect Total Investments.

Methodology

The data used below are annual for total Investments with observations from 2000 
to 2019 for Balkan countries, but most results focus on the last 10 years due to limit 
on data availability for institutional/qualitative variables.Institutional/qualitative 
indicators are mainly from the Global Investment Report produced by the World 
Economic Forum and the World Bank’s development indicators. The following are 
some of the important economic factors which aff ect investment. GDP Growth, 
Unemployment Rate, Imports of Goods and Services, Infl ation, Research and 
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Development Expenditure, FDI, Lending Interest Rate, Wage and Salaried Workers, 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing  value and Political Stability.
To achieve this goal, an alternative quantitative approach will be used, namely: 
Variance analysis, Regression analysis  and the correlation between the indicators. 
The data used in this study are quantitative data. The source of the data that were 
applied in this study were: International Monetary Fund, World Bank, ILO

Study results

Below we are presenting the data related to GDP growth for the countries of the 
region.

Unemployed level for neighboring Albania
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Growth of the population

Research and development expenditure indicator (% of GDP)

Foreign investments in Albania marked a historic record for 2018, these 
investments have exceeded 1 billion euros.
Data published by the Bank of Albania show that foreign companies invested 
exactly 1 billion 21 million euros in the Albanian economy, an increase of 13.5% 
compared to 2017.
The Western Balkans Investment Framework (WBIF) grants (€m ) by sector  2017

Country Transport Social Environment Energy

ALBANIA 61.9 (€m ) 3.1 (€m ) 18.7 (€m ) 19.6 (€m 
)

BOSNIA AND 
HERZEGOVINA 43.9 (€m ) 10.1 (€m ) 31.7 (€m ) 2.5 (€m )
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REPUBLIC OF 
MACEDONIA

85.4 (€m ) 11.4 (€m ) 0.4 (€m )
15.6 (€m 
)

KOSOVO 70 (€m ) 0.8 (€m ) 19.1 (€m ) 19.1 (€m 
)

SERBIA 101.9 (€m ) 10.2 (€m ) 14.4 (€m ) 14 (€m )

MONTENEGRO 44.9 (€m ) 0.2 (€m ) 19.2 (€m ) 29 (€m )

During 2018, foreign companies operating in the Albanian market invested 467 
million euros in energy production and the gas sector. Most of these investments 
have been realized by the construction of the TAP pipeline and Devoll Cascade. 
Another area where there has been huge investments during 2018 is the mining and 
mining industry, especially oil and mining, invested 171.1 million euros, while 115 
million euros in real estate activity.

 correlation 
coeffi  cient

GDP growth 
(annual %) Expenditure

Net 
investment 

in 
nonfi nancial 
assets (% of 

GDP)

Research and 
development 
expenditure 
(% of GDP)

GDP growth 
(annual %) 1
Expenditure 0.89 1
Net investment 
in nonfi nancial 
assets (% of 
GDP)

0.57 0.47 1

Research and 
development 
expenditure (% 
of GDP)

0.65 0.57 0.63 1

Using correlation coeffi  cient for some of indicators, it is noticed that it is an important 
positive relation between expenditure and GDP of countries in Balkan (with a 
correlation coeffi  cient 0.89). This means that the growth of expenditures brings the 
growth of GDP.
It is noticed that it has a positive relation between expenditure and net investment in 
nonfi nancial assets (% of GDP). This relation is partial important because correlation 
coeffi  cient is less than 0.5. So, we can say that the growth of expenditures brings the 
growth of net investments in nonfi nancial assets (% of GDP). 
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correlation coef-
fi cient population Expenditure

Popula-
tion 

growth

Net invest-
ment in 

nonfi nancial 
assets (% of 

GDP)

Research 
and 

develop-
ment 

expendi-
ture (% 
of GDP)

Public 
private 

partner-
ships 

invest-
ment in 
energy 

(current 
US$)

population 1      

Expenditure 0.37 1     

Population growth 0.14 0.25 1    
Net investment in 
nonfi nancial assets 
(% of GDP)

               
0.67 0.47 0.08 1   

Research and de-
velopment expendi-
ture (% of GDP)

0.34 0.57 -0.22 0.63 1  

Public private 
partnerships in-
vestment in energy 
(current US$)

0.39 0.18 0.51 0.50 0.14 1

In the table above, it is noticed that has a positive relation between population 
and net investment in nonfi nancial assets (% of GDP), between research and 
development expenditure (% of GDP) and net investment in nonfi nancial assets, 
between public private partnerships investment in energy (current US$) and 
Population growth, between public private partnerships investment in energy and 
net investment in nonfi nancial assets, and also between research and development 
expenditure and expenditure.

c o r r e l a t i o n 
coeffi cient  

Agriculture, 
f o r e s t r y , 
and fi shing, 
value added 
(% of GDP)

Research and 
development 
expendi ture 
(% of GDP)

Imports of 
goods and 
s e r v i c e s 
(% of 
GDP)

Lending 
interest 
rate (%)

Infl ation, 
G D P 
deflator 
( annua l 
%)

Wage and 
s a l a r i e d 
workers, total 
(% of total 
employment) 
(modeled ILO 
estimate)

A g r i c u l t u r e , 
forestry, and 
fi shing, value 
added (% of 
GDP)

1      

Research and 
deve lopmen t 
expenditure (% 
of GDP)

0.60 1     

Imports of 
goods and 
services (% of 
GDP)

-0.85 0.36 1    
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L e n d i n g 
interest rate (%) 0.85 -0.45 -0.75 1   

Infl ation, GDP 
defl ator (annual 
%)

-0.84 -0.58 -0.63 0.93 1  

Wage and 
s a l a r i e d 
workers, total 
(% of total 
employment) 
(modeled ILO 
estimate)

0.93 0.72 0.78 -0.84 -0.82 1

correlation coeffi cient   Foreign direct investment, net (BoP, 
current US$) 

Lending interest rate (%) -0.54

Infl ation, GDP defl ator (annual %) -0.18

Wage and salaried workers, total (% of total employment) 
(modeled ILO estimate) -0.49

GDP growth (annual %) 0.41

Unemployment rate (Percent) -0.34
population 0.36
Expenditure -0.02
Population growth 0.12

Agriculture, forestry, and fi shing, value added (% of GDP) -0.06

Net investment in assets (% of GDP) -0.16

Research and development expenditure (% of GDP) -0.23

Public private partnerships investment in energy (current US$) 0.26

Imports of goods and services (% of GDP) 0.24

Growth of the Loan Interes Rate has a negative inpact in FID, because their correlation 
is negative with a value -0.54.                                                                                                                                        
Growth of the Wage and salaried workers has a negative inpact in Direct Foreign 
investments for the Balkan countries, because their correlation is negative with a 
value -0.49.
Growth of the GDP has a not very strong impact in Direct Foreign Investments, but 
their correlation is positive with a value 0.41 for the Balkan countries.
Growth of the Public private partnerships investment in energy has a not very strong 
impact in Direct Foreign Investments, but their correlation is positive with a value 
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0.26 for the Balkan countries.

correlation coeffi cient    Public private partnerships investment in energy 
(current US$)

Imports of goods and services (% of GDP) -0.27

Foreign direct investment, net (BoP, current US$) 0.26

Lending interest rate (%) -0.61

Infl ation, GDP defl ator (annual %) -0.47
Wage and salaried workers, total (% of total 
employment) (modeled ILO estimate) -0.22

GDP growth (annual %) -0.14

Unemployment rate (Percent) 0.26

population 0.39

Expenditure 0.18

Population growth 0.51
Agriculture, forestry, and fi shing, value added (% 
of GDP) 0.25

Imports of goods and services (% of GDP) -0.26

Net investment in assets (% of GDP) 0.50

Growth of the Loan Interes Rate has a negative inpact in Public private partnerships 
investment in energy, because their correlation coeffi  cient is negative with a value -0
.61.                                                                                                                                        
Growth of the indicator Population growth has a strong inpact in Public private 
partnerships investment in energy, because their correlation coeffi  cient is with a 
value 0.51.
Growth of the indicator Net investment in assets has a strong inpact in Public private 
partnerships investment in energy, because their correlation coeffi  cient is with a 
value 0.50
(Benjamin Graham, 2006) (Tobias, April 26, 2016)

Conclusions and recommendations

1) The relationship between the macroeconomic variables here and primary sector 
FDI is minimal. This is not surprising, as investments in resource extraction have 
litt le connection to the broader macroeconomy. 

2)  Naturally, at the margins these issues will matt er: even primary sector 
investment fails in countries with no centralized political control or fundamental 
macroeconomic dislocation. But all the countries in this sample are well above 
that threshold, and it is therefore intuitive that additional macroeconomic 
improvements make litt le diff erence in att racting more primary sector FDI.

3) Sector of Energy in the Balkans remain defi ned by dated infrastructure, 
overwhelming dominance of coal and hydropower, low energy effi  ciency, oft en 
low energy prices, and fragmented markets with limited cross-border trade.

4) The potential, however, is signifi cant. The sector could be a regional growth driver 
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through multi-country projects, like the Southern Gas Corridor, or by tapping 
into a large renewable energy and energy effi  ciency potential, which can help 
achieve more energy security in the region.

5) Several factors have been steadily positive in years in Balkans.                                                                      
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), Rich energy resources, Improvement of the 
transport infrastructure Innovation towards the technology frontier, GDP growth 
is stable.                                                   

6) The unemployment rate has been downward in the past 7 years.
7) Greater regional integration is required through the full implementation of the 

CEFTA2006.M.q.s agreement, the domestic market is small, the implementation of 
these agreements creates opportunities to secure access to international markets.

8) Balkan countries have a relatively young population and a good level of 
educational and vocational training, the establishment of complex industrial parks 
would be a good opportunity for this geographical region to develop at a faster 
pace. It is therefore necessary to undertake policies that encourage foreign direct 
investment, especially in less developed areas, which will aff ect the reduction and 
reduction of inequality in these areas.
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